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EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY
STATEMENT

Over the past 12 months, humanity has been faced with a once in century pandemic. To date, the COVID 19 pandemic has
infected over 110 million people claiming 2.5 million lives.
South Africa has not been immune from this pandemic. 49 000 of our citizens have lost their lives due to the
pandemic, accounting for the largest infection and fatality in Sub-Saharan Africa. The economic impact of
COVID-19 on livelihoods is self-evident.
The pandemic has devasted global economies, widening income inequality and access to economic opportunities
and limiting social mobility between and within countries. Furthermore, the burden of the pandemic has been
disproportionately felt amongst people of colour, women and children.

THE PANDEMIC HAS INCREASED EXISTING INEQUALITIES OF
WEALTH, GENDER AND RACE. ACCORDING TO OXFAM, THE
CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC HAS SIMULTANEOUSLY LED TO AN
INCREASE IN INEQUALITY IN EVERY COUNTRY.
Unprecedented, as this is the first time this phenomenon has been observed since records began. In South Africa,
the pandemic has exposed our collective frailty and the inability of our deeply unequal economy to work for all.
As inoculation against the virus is rolled globally, most of the developing world is facing a slow rollout of vaccines
even as new virus mutations are spreading—and the prospects for recovery are diverging dangerously across
countries and regions. We must be mindful that pre-existing incapacity in developing countries will further expose
the low-income countries to a new form of inequality, vaccine inequality. This will disproportionately impact the
pace of recovery with a likelihood that recovery for the world’s poorest people could take over a decade.
In responding to attendant inequality and the economic impact of COVID 19 on the Gauteng city-region,
transformative policies that seemed revolutionary a few years ago must be at the heart of our retort to the
pandemic. This can only be achieved through a well-functioning public sector that delivers quality public services
consistent with citizens preferences that foster market-led growth while managing fiscal resources prudently is a
critical prerequisite in delivering poverty alleviation and delivering on the Sustainable Development Goals. As such,
the ANC led government has already put in place the Economic Reconstruction & Recovery Plan.
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The plans deliver on the following:
•

Implementation of agreed reforms to stimulate investment growth and building the capacity of the state;

•

Stimulate growth and job creation through implementation of Infrastructure Development Programme and
industrialization-centred on localization and growing export sectors;

•

Social protection through Mass Public Employment Programme; and

•

Strengthen Empowerment, transforming ownership patterns in the economy including the participation of
vulnerable groups and further strengthening the role of SMMEs and cooperatives across the economy

•

In support and response, the Gauteng Provincial Government through our Growing Gauteng Together 2030
(GGT2030) has developed an evidence-led policy and implementation framework that will deliver a better
post COVID world for our citizens. Over the next 10 years the following outcomes will be achieved through
considered and radical adoption of the policy recommendations of GGT2030:

•

Doubling provincial GDP form its current size of about 1 trillion Rands in 2010 prices to a little above 2 trillion
Rands in 2010 prices.

•

Creation of 3.1 million jobs over the next 11 years.

•

Halving the unemployment rate from the current 31% to close to 15% by 2030.

•

Increasing per Capita GDP by 70% in real terms (from about R 68, 000 currently to about R 115, 000 in 2030.

•

Reducing the provincial poverty rate by 40% over the next decade (from 25.3% to about 16%).

•

Reducing inequality by 8 percentage points from 70% to 62% by 2030

•

In implementing GGT2030, the Gauteng Department of Economic Development through its economic
development and investment promotion agency, the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency (GGDA) has
been responsive in crafting this 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan. The 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan set
out by the GGDA is ambitious in setting out a path that fosters the following:

•

Radical economic inclusion that puts the SME and previously disadvantaged people at the centre of economic
activity,

•

The aggressive rollout of economic infrastructure through the Special economic zone programme

•

Increased inter-agency and inter-departmental coordination,

•

Industry mobilization through the enhanced public sector and private sector harmonization,

•

Increased economic diplomacy in the continent as Gauteng takes a lead in Africa’s development agenda and
industrialization, and

•

Transforming Gauteng into a globally competitive centre of investment and economic activity

•

In conclusion, the 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan was developed in consultation with internal and external
stakeholders, the Office of the Premier, the GGDA Board, Boards of subsidiaries, Executive Management of
the GGDA and its subsidiaries.

Through its implementation, the Gauteng economy will continue to take a lead in South Africa’s Economic
Reconstruction and Recovery plan. I am confident that the implementation of these ambitions embodies and
fosters market-led growth while managing fiscal resources prudently in a manner that will deliver a better quality
of life for our citizens.

________________________________
Mr. Parks tau (MPL)
Mec: Gauteng Department of Economic Development, Environment, Agriculture and Rural Development
Date:
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BOARD CHAIRPERSON
STATEMENT

Research on the socio-economic fallout of COVID19 on the global economy indicates that in its aftermath, the pandemic
will leave behind a world characterized by deeper global inequality across race, income, gender, race, and age.
In Africa alone, the virus has peeled back a decade of growth in per capita incomes leaving the world’s most
vulnerable region riddled with debt and undesirable human development outcomes. There have been drastic
revisions to previously estimated global growth projection over the 3-year horizon.
The COVID-19 pandemic and the attendant shutdown of major economies across the globe, including in the
Gauteng City-Region, has disrupted billions of lives and livelihoods putting decades of human development
progress and economic mobility at risk. COVID-19 has triggered a global health crisis, and consequently an
economic crisis. In addition to an enormous loss of lives, the material impact of the pandemic on livelihoods
has triggered the largest contraction to key macro variables such as employment, foreign direct investment,
manufacturing, global trade, business confidence and per capita income in the last 150 years.
Regionally, COVID 19 contagion poses immediate threats on the continent’s ability to fully implement its
continental trade and industrialization ambitions through the Africa Free Trade Continental Agreement, in mainly
3 ways: firstly reduced economic activity leads to reduced trade in the continent, secondly loss of lives greatly
diminishes economic utility in the region, and finally rising debts will limit the ability of African countries to
implement much-needed infrastructure to enable trade on the continent.
Locally, COVID 19 has led to the largest contraction in economic output, job creation, trade and investment ever
recorded since statistics were compiled. Attendant to this contraction has been a disproportionate impact on
women, people of colour and the youth.

THE CURRENT ECONOMIC TRAJECTORY OF THE COUNTRY IN
GENERAL AND GAUTENG DEMANDS A COLLECTIVE EFFORT
OF ALL KEY STAKEHOLDERS, COMPRISING GOVERNMENT,
BUSINESS, ORGANIZED LABOUR, AND CIVIL SOCIETY TO
FOCUS ON WELL-CONSIDERED SOLUTIONS, RATHER THAN
DIFFERENCES.
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Despite the global pandemic that the world is currently experiencing, we are looking at starting the financial year
with vigorous energy to drive the Gauteng economy towards reconstruction and recovery, post Covid19. There
are many challenges ahead of us, but we remain committed to address the socioeconomic challenges faced by
Gauteng province.
Despite the fiscal challenges that we are facing, we are looking ahead of making meaningful impact to the
communities that we serve. We will expand access to economic opportunities for SMMEs, create opportunities
for economic growth, skills development and create meaningful jobs through our programmes and interventions.
Although Covid19 has had a devastating effect on many businesses throughout the country and beyond, we also
see it as an opportunity for businesses to thrive in many sectors of the economy, such as ICT, green economy,
innovation and many more. The GGDA is well placed to intervene in the economy and to ensure that these sectors
play a role in the economic recovery of Gauteng province.
Amid disruptions in the global economy, we are forging ahead towards the implementation of the Growing Gauteng
Together 2030 (GGT2030)— “the plan that will deliver Gauteng of our dreams”. In its quest to be the pioneer
accelerator of socio-economic development and sustainable growth on the continent, the GGDA Group has set
itself an ambitious plan in the medium-term – that of facilitating trade and investment as well as transforming key
industries. The successful measure for achieving this vision will be the creation of jobs, the creation of innovative
industries of tomorrow in keeping 4IR and digital transformation in general; the development of skills of the future,
within the framework of the transformation, modernization and re-industrialization (TMR) of Gauteng’s economy
as well as the Growing Gauteng Together 2030(GGT2030). The GGDA Group remains the go-to agency for expertise
on economic development and business intelligence. As part of the global economy, the Gauteng province is not
immune to disruptions caused by COVID pandemic.
Amongst other programmes that we are going to implement in the next financial year includes:
•

Ramping up our investment drive into Gauteng, with specific focus on industries that can absorb large
numbers of workers, including investment in Special Economic Zones (SEZs).

•

Increasing participation of SMMEs in economy, particularly in the identified sectors such as the automotive
sector.

•

Attaining sustainable development through support of the innovation sector

•

Continuing to build economic infrastructure to support growth

•

Partnerships with the private sector

The 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan was developed under the guidance of the MEC, Mpho Parks Tau (MPL),
in consultation with all internal and external stakeholders, the GGDA Board, Boards of subsidiaries, Executive
Management of the GGDA and its subsidiaries. I am confident that the implementation of this performance plan
will go a long way in contributing towards tackling the socioeconomic challenges that are facing our country, and
Gauteng province.
___________________________
Mr. Ernest Mahlaule
Chairman of The Group Board
Gauteng Growth and Development Agency
Date:
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ACCOUNTING OFFICER
STATEMENT

We are moving towards unchartered territory, with the number of Covid19 cases in Gauteng rising rapidly.
As the most populous province in South Africa, Gauteng is heavily impacted by the pandemic with more people are
getting infected by Covid19. Businesses are closing down and many have lost jobs and livelihoods, and many continue
to lose lives. As the Gauteng City Region rejoins the rest of the world in the coming recovery, the GGDA has revised its
overarching strategic outlook to effectively respond to the challenges brought on by the COVID 19 pandemic.

We have taken stock of pre-COVID conditions of inequality, poverty, and joblessness. Without a measured response to
the COVID 19, it is clear that the pandemic will leave behind an economy that cannot create opportunities for citizens.
The pandemic will leave women more vulnerable to poverty and its attendant violence, our youth with far less economic
opportunities than their counterparts in other regions and previously disadvantaged people even further disenfranchised
from the economy.

To this end, the GGDA is committed to creating an inclusive and transformed post-COVID Gauteng economy that is
focused on creating jobs, developing skills, developing innovative and sustainable enterprises, developing strategic
economic infrastructure, increasing exports to the continent; and increasing foreign and domestic direct investment. The
GGDA has crafted a strategic outlook that is anchored on our government’s Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan.
The principles guiding the 2021/22 APP are affixed on the following values:
•

Rapid economic Infrastructure deployment to boost industrialization and enable economic recovery in strategic sectors,

•

Support inclusion of SMEs to broaden economic participation,

•

Increased job creation, skills development, and Enterprise development in identified sectors,

•

Increased support, facilitation, stakeholder engagement and partnerships in strategic sectors,

•

Revamped and enhanced integration into the African continent

Furthermore, we have identified sector interventions that are geared towards supporting Technology, Agro-processing,
the Automotive sector, Mineral beneficiation, and the Tourism & the creative sector. In the wake of COVID 19, the GGDA
has geared towards upscaling its technology and digital capabilities. Increased technological capabilities which will see
us leapfrog our service offering into the fourth industrial revolution. Enabling the GGDA to reach its clients and efficiently
offer its services virtually in response to an ever-changing world. Our service offering will support existing investments in
the Gauteng City Region to retain jobs and expand their operations in a challenging economic environment.

The GGDA will be at the forefront of rolling out Special Economic Zones (SEZs) to crystallize manufacturing and advanced
industrialization in all corridors of the Gauteng City Region thus creating jobs and the much-needed competitive
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manufacturing capacity. Most importantly we will gear trade from Gauteng’s enterprises towards the continent.
The continent remains a growth frontier offering ample opportunities for value-added products to Gauteng and South
Africa’s goods and services. Additionally, increasing intra-Africa trade and increasing the manufactured goods traded in
Africa will be at the forefront of driving organic industrialization of the continent. These efforts and ambitions are firmly
supported by the recently launched AFCFTA.

The National Development Plan 2030 (NDP), Growing Gauteng Together 2030 (GGT2030) and the GGDA’s 2020/25 Strategic
Plan have been used as a base for the development of the 2021/21 Annual Performance Plan (APP), with special focus on
the economic reconstruction and recovery of the economy of Gauteng. GGDA is forging ahead with the implementation
of its mandate as defined in the Amended Blue IQ Act of 2013, taking advantage of the opportunities arising from the
economic reconstruction and recovery. We will continue to drive Gauteng’s economy towards inclusive growth.
Trade and Investment Facilitation
In an endeavour to increase global trade activities facilitated by the GGDA, over R3 billion worth trade deals will be
facilitated and 25 companies will be assisted to expand operations in the rest of the African continent and the world. Over
6 technologies produced at TIH will be exported by incubated companies. In order to increase levels of economic activity
in the province, over R6 billion of Foreign Direct Investment will be facilitated and nearly R7 billion worth of Domestic
Direct Investment will be facilitated. Over R6 billion worth of expansions will be facilitated. The GGDA will continue to
engage with other IPAs in Gauteng to develop a framework for accounting all investments in Gauteng.
Economic Infrastructure Development
In order to improve the deployment of economic infrastructure over the medium-term, the GGDA has set the following
annual targets in regard to infrastructure projects: 70% construction of Constitution Hill’s Visitors Centre; 100%
construction of the TIH Biopark Phase 3 and 70% construction of the TIH Enterprise Building (EB) 3. The Master Plan for
the Vaal SEZ will also be completed.
Skills Development
In order to reduce the skills gap, the Holdings Company will provide nearly 200 Gauteng based enterprises with sector
specific training on export reacdiness. Among the key sectors identified for this training includes agriculture and agroprocessing, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, automotive, infrastructure, jewellery, energy, creative industries, ICT and textile.
The AIDC will train over 1000 people at the various AIDC sites specifically for employability and entrepreneurship in
automotive sector technologies, the GIDZ will train approximately 20 students in construction skills; and TIH will provide
training on innovation and technology related skills to over 175 youth in the 2021/22 financial year.

The 2021/22 APP was developed in accordance with Revised Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance
Plans as issued by the Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation.The effective implementation of the 2021/22
APP will require integrated collaborative efforts across the GGDA Group, the DED family and the entire Gauteng provincial
government ecosystem.

___________________________

Ms. Mosa Tshabalala
Group Chief Executive Officer
Gauteng Growth and Development Agency
Date:
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OFFICIAL
SIGN-OFF

It is hereby certified that this Annual Performance Plan:
•

Was developed by the management of the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency (GGDA) under the guidance
of MEC for Economic, Environment, Agriculture and Rural Development: Mr Mpho Parks Tau, MPL.

•

Takes into account all relevant policies, legislation and other mandates for which Gauteng Growth and
Development Agency is responsible

•

Accurately reflects the outcomes and outputs which the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency will
endeavour to achieve over the period 2021/22.

Ms. Dawn Robertson 					

Signature: ___________________________

Chief Executive Officer: ConHill
Date: 25 February 2021
Adv. Pieter Holl

					

Signature: ___________________________

Chief Executive Officer: TIH
Date: 25 February 2021
Mr. Jameel Chand

					

Signature: ___________________________

Acting Chief Executive Officer: AIDC
Date: 25 February 2021
Ms. Seipati Mangadi 					

Signature: ___________________________

Chief Executive Officer: GIDZ
Date: 25 February 2021
Mr. Muzi Mathema

					

Signature: ___________________________

Group Executive: MBI
Date: 25 February 2021
Mr. Maisha Ramoroka					Signature: __________________________
Acting Group Executive: EPMO
Date: 25 February 2021
Mr. Sipho Marala 				

		

Signature: ___________________________

Acting Group Executive: TIRE
Date: 25 February 2021
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Mr. Mpho Baatjies

				

Signature: ___________________________

Dr. Themba Masondo 					

Signature: ___________________________

Group Chief Financial Officer
Date: 25 February 2021

Head Official responsible for Planning
Date: 25 February 2021
Ms. Mosa Tshabalala 					

Signature: ___________________________

Accounting Officer
Date: 25 February 2021
Supported by: 						Signature: ___________________________
Mr. E Mahlaule
Chairman: Accounting Authority
Date: 25 February 2021
Supported by						Signature: ___________________________
Ms. Dawn Robertson
Acting Head of Department: DED
Date: 25 February 2021
Approved by: 						Signature: ___________________________
Executive Authority
Mr. Parks Tau			
Date: February 2021
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ACRONYMS
AIDC

Automotive Industry Development Centre

APP

Annual Performance Plan

ASP

Automotive Supplier Park

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

COO

Certificate of Occupancy/Chief Operating Officer

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

GAP

Gauteng Acceleration Programme

GDED

Gauteng Department of Economic Development

GGDA

Gauteng Growth and Development Agency

IDZ

Industrial Development Zone

MTEF

Medium-Term Expenditure Framework

ORTIA

OR Tambo International Airport

SEZ

Special Economic Zone

SMME

Small, Medium and Micro enterprises

DTIC

Department of Trade, Industry and Competition

TIH

The Innovation Hub

TMR

Transformation, Modernization and re-industrialization

THE GGDA IS COMMITTED TO CREATING
AN INCLUSIVE AND TRANSFORMED
POST-COVID GAUTENG ECONOMY
FOCUSED ON CREATING JOBS,
DEVELOPING SKILLS AND SUSTAINABLE
ENTERPRISES AND INCREASING FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC DIRECT INVESTMENT.
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PART A:
OUR MANDATE
1. Constitutional Mandate
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa is the Supreme law of the country and has sections relevant to the
economic development. Schedule 4 and 5 of the Constitution highlights the following areas (which are concurrent
national and provincial competencies) which drives the constitutional mandate and purpose of the GGDA:
•

Trade

•

Tourism

•

Industrial promotion

•

Provincial cultural matters

2. Legislative and Policy Mandates
The GGDA was created through a merger of two DED agencies, namely Blue IQ and GEDA. In terms of the merger
process, GEDA was dissolved as a legal entity and the GGDA was created through an amendment to Blue IQ
Investment Holdings Act (No 3 of 2003). The amendment enabled the change of name from Blue IQ to Gauteng
Growth and Development Agency (GGDA) and incorporated the mandate and objectives of the former Gauteng
Economic Development Agency (GEDA). The expanded mandate of the GGDA enables the agency to address
economic growth and development in an integrated manner. The objectives of the GGDA in terms of Section 3 of
the amended Blue IQ Act No.5 of 2013 are to:
•

Enable economic development focused of sustainable jobs

•

Drive growth in provincial growth domestic products and employment rates

•

Strategically position province into a globally competitive city region

•

Facilitate partnerships and create linkages across province in order to maximize service delivery outcomes

•

Support the development of key sectors in the economy in line with established economic and industrial
policies of the province.

The GGDA’s responsibilities are carried out in terms of the following national and provincial laws:
National Legislation
•

Public Finance Management Act, 1999.

•

Companies Act, 2008, as amended 2011.

•

Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000.

•

Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, 2005.

•

Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, 2000.

•

Employment Equity Act, 1998.

•

Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1997

•

Labour Relations Act, 1995.
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•

Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1995.

•

Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004.

•

Skills Development Act, 1998

•

World Heritage Convention Act, 1999.

•

Credit Agreements Act, 1980

•

Business Act, 1991

•

National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act, 2003

•

Sales and Services Matters Amendment Act, 1995

•

Municipal Systems Act, 2000

•

Township Planning and Township Ordinance, 1986

•

Development Facilitation Act, 1995

•

Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, 2003

•

Municipal Finance Management Act, 1999

•

South African Qualifications Authority Act, 1995

•

Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000

•

Promotion of Trade and Investment Bill

•

Special Economic Zone (SEZ) Act, No. 16 of 2014

Provincial Legislation
•

Blue IQ Investment Holdings Act, 2003, as amended.

•

Gauteng Tourism Act, 2001.

•

The Gauteng Tender Board Repeal Act, 2002.

•

Gauteng Unfair Business Practices Act, 1996.

•

Gauteng Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act, 1997

Good governance Policy Frameworks
•

South African National Policy Framework for Women Empowerment and Gender Equality

•

White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery (Batho Pele White Paper)

•

National Youth Policy Development Framework: 2002 – 2008

•

National Programme of Action for Children Framework (NPA): 1996

•

Gauteng Monitoring and Evaluation Policy Framework: 2010

•

National Disability Policy Framework, 2009

3. Institutional policies and strategies governing the annual planning period

3.1.1 Institutional Policies
GGDA updates its internal operating policies annually and the amended policies are tabled before the accounting
authority during the first quarter of the financial year for approval. As an implementing arm of the GDED, the
GGDA relies on the shareholder to provide direction on all strategic policy matters it must implement in pursuit of
inclusive economic development.

GAUTENG IS THE 7TH LARGEST ECONOMY
IN AFRICA, AND AS THE CENTRAL HUB FOR
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
GGDA Group 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan
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3.1.2 Strategies governing annual planning period
The policies listed below also sets the basis for the GGDA’s short term priorities

POLICY/FRAMEWORK

RELEVANCE TO THE GGDA

The National Development Plan (2030)

The NDP is a blueprint of development for the country. It aims to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030. The
NDP provides a broad strategic framework for development. The NDP performance areas of relevance to the GGDA
mandate include the following areas:Economy and employment; Economic infrastructure; inclusive rural economy;
South Africa in the region and the world ;Improving education, training and innovation and building a capable and
developmental state.

Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP,
2014) and the Gauteng Industrial
Policy Framework (GIPF)

The Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP 2014) and the Gauteng Industrial Policy Framework (GIPF) are critical pieces
of policy in the GGDA strategy framework. The IPAP 2014 is informed by the long-term vision of the NDP that seeks to
ensure a restructuring of the economy to set it on a more value-adding, labor-intensive and environmentally sustainable
growth path.

Strategic Economic Infrastructure
Investment Programme 2 (SEIIP 2)

In order to address some of the previaling socio economic challenges, the Strategic Economic Infrastructure Investment
Programme has been initiated. This programme outlines eighteen catalytic projects that will address economic issues
and fast track development, among these projects relavent to the GGDA includes Green energy in support of the South
African economy and regional integration for African cooperation and development

The Medium Term Expenditure
Framework (MTSF)

The 2019-2024 MTSF with its 14 outcomes is essentially the implementation vehicle of the NDP. Although all
departments of all three spheres of government collectively and individually contribute to the achievement of all 14
outcomes, the GGDA responds to the following MTSF Outcomes:
4: Decent employment through inclusive economic growth.
5: A skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path.
6: An efficient, competitive and responsive economic infrastructure network.
7: Vibrant, equitable, sustainable rural communities contributing towards food security for all
11: Create a better South Africa and contribute to a better and safer Africa and the World.
12: An efficient, effective and development oriented public service.

The Creative Industries Development
Framework

Development of Creative Industries Sector to maximise socio-economic benefits in alignment with the Gauteng Growth
and Development Strategy.

The Gauteng Social Development
Strategy

Confirms connection between social and economic development.

The Gauteng Spatial Development
Perspective, 2007

Ensures prioritisation and targeting of infrastructure investment and government action

Gauteng Ten Pillar Programme
(Transformation, Modernisation and
Reindustrialisation – TMR)

The TMR presents a ten pillar programme aimed at radically transforming, modernising and reindustrialising Gauteng
over the next fifteen years; with an emphasis on radical socio-economic transformation and an activist and responsive
government. Under the TMR, the Gauteng Provincial Government (GPG) has 10 pillars, which contribute to radical
socio-economic transformation, and GGDA responds specifically to the following following pillars:
•
Pillar 1: Radical economic transformation.
•
Pillar 2: Decisive spatial transformation.
•
Pillar 3: Accelerated social transformation.
•
Pillar 9: Re-industrialisation of Gauteng province.
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POLICY/FRAMEWORK

RELEVANCE TO THE GGDA

Gauteng Vision 2055

Gauteng 2055 is essentially GPG’s long term development plan for the Gauteng City Region (GCR), which is essentially
“an integrated cluster of cities, towns and urban nodes that together make up the economic heartland of South Africa”.
The G2055 is aligned to the NDP Vision 2030 but takes into account Gauteng’s context and reality.

Growing Gauteng Together (GTT) 2030

The 6th administration has pronounced on the new Provincial Development Plan known as Growing Gauteng Together –
our Roadmap to 2030”—GGT2030. The GGT2030 has seven pillars and the GGDA responds to a, b, c, e and f :
a.
Economy, Jobs and Infrastructure
b.
Education, Skills Revolution and Health
c.
Integrated Human Settlements and Land Release
d.
Safety, Social Cohesion and Food Security
e.
Building a Capable, Ethical and Developmental State
f.
Building a Better Africa and the World
g.
Sustainable development for future generations

Township Economic Revitalisation
Strategy

Revitalising Gauteng’s township economies requires the GGDA to, amongst other tasks, actively promote townships
as locations for foreign and domestic investment and ensure that township economies are fundamentally integrated
into mainstream economic planning and resourcing. GGDA will contribute towards three key outcomes of the Township
Revilisation Programme:
a.
Create enabling and supporting environment based on the seven strategic focus areas for township economy
revitalisation;
a.
Establish the social and economic value of township economy; and ensure that the township enterprises become
key players in the Gauteng economy

SOUTH AFRICA’S ECONOMIC POWERHOUSE AND
THE GATEWAY TO THE AFRICAN CONTINENT,
GAUTENG OFFERS UNPARALLELED INVESTMENT
AND BUSINESS GROWTH POSSIBILITIES FOR
YOUR BUSINESS.
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4. RELEVANT
COURT RULINGS
Afribusiness NPC v The Minister of Finance (Case no 1050/2019) [2020] ZASCA 140 (2 November 2020).
(Hereinafter, the Afribusiness case/SCA judgement).
Background
On the 2nd of November 2020, the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) delivered a judgment that declared the
Preferential Procurement Regulations 2017 (the 2017 Regulations) invalid. Preferential Procurement Policy
Framework Act, 2000: Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2017 published by the Minister of Finance in terms
of section 5 of the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act 5 of 2000 (the Framework Act), Government
Gazette No 40553, 20 January 2017. (Hereinafter, the Preferential Procurement Regulations 2017/the 2017
Regulations)
The said declaration of invalidity was suspended for 12 months from the date of the SCA order. The 2017
Regulations provide amongst others, for the pre-qualification criteria for preferential procurement, if an organ of
state decides to apply the pre-qualifications criteria to advance certain designated groups, such as a stipulated
minimum B-BBEE status level of contributor.
The judgement
The SCA judgement and analysis was to the effect that the Minister of Finance failed to create an actual framework
as contemplated in section 2 of the Framework Act, and it was the SCA view that the resultant 2017 Regulations
does not provide organs of state with guidance when exercising their discretion regarding pre-qualification
requirement. The SCA found that the discretionary pre-qualification criteria in regulation 4 of the 2017
Regulations constitutes a deviation from the provision of section 217(1) of the Constitution which enjoins organs
of state, when contracting for goods or services, to do so in accordance with a system which is fair, equitable,
transparent, competitive and cost-effective. Therefore, any pre-qualification requirement which is sought to be
imposed must have, as its objective, the advancement of the requirements of section 217(1) of the Constitution.
The pre-qualification criteria stipulated in regulation 4 and other related regulations do not meet this requirement.
The discretion which is currently conferred on organs of state under regulation 4 may, according to the SCA, lend
itself to abuse and is contrary to section 2 of the Framework Act. Section 2 of the Framework Act makes provisions
for the award of the tender based on the objective criteria.
The impact of the SCA judgement on GGDA Group
The consequence of the twelve (12) months suspension on the order of invalidity of the 2017 Regulations is to the
effect that there is no legal obligation for any amendments to the GGDA Group SCM Policy and related processes
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such as Request for Quotations/Proposals, Terms of Reference/Specification, tender advertisement requirements
or pre-qualification criteria, until further notice. The GGDA Group SCM preferential criterions, as set out in its
policy, will continue to be implemented until the 2nd of November 2021 and/or unless directed otherwise.
The developments from the National Treasury are being closely monitored to ensure a timeous response by the
GGDA Group to any legislative requirements that might emanate from the Minister of Finance/National Treasury
process in resolving the impact of the SCA judgement.
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5. Updated Situation Analysis
5.1. External environment analysis
Global Economic Overview
In January 2020, the global economy was projected to grow by 2.5 percent in 2020, just above the post-crisis low
registered in 2019. Global growth was further projected to reach 2.7 percent by 2022. However, due to the COVID
19 pandemic, there has been drastic revisions to previously estimated global growth projection over the 3-year
horizon. COVID-19 has triggered a global health crisis, and consequently economic crisis. It is now estimated that
in 2020 the COVID 19 pandemic triggered a global economy contraction of 4.3% marking the first global recession
since the 2008-09 great recession.
COVID-19 caused a global recession whose depth was surpassed only by the two World Wars and the Great
Depression over the past century and a half. Although global economic activity is growing again, it is not likely to
return to business as usual for the foreseeable future. The emerging recovery has been initially supported by a
partial easing of stringent lockdowns. However, various restrictive measures have been reintroduced, as COVID-19
has continued to spread around the world. Some areas have experienced a sharp resurgence of infections, and
daily new cases remain high.
Figure 1: Global Economic Output 2019-2022
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Economic Contractions in Relation to COVID 19 Infections
During the first six months of the year where most major economies were under lockdown. South Africa’s 2020Q2
contraction was the 5th highest with only Mexico, Spain United Kingdom and India showing deeper levels- against
a group of 18 countries notably affected by COVID 19.
5.0%
G20 Countries
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Q2: 2020 GDP
Contraction
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South Africa’s quarterly contraction is at least 5 percentage points higher than the average contraction of 11.4%
GDP in 2020Q2. It must be further noted that based on presently available data China grew by 3.2% in 2020Q2. To
date, it is the only major economy to measure positive output.
Figure 3: GDP Contraction in Relation to COVID 19 infections
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At the end of Quarter 2, South Africa only had a total of 144000 infections. This represents far fewer cases
nominally and as a % of the population than countries that had much lower contractions in GDP. For example, the
United States and Brazil and Russia cumulatively had 4.7 million infections accounting for more than half of the
world’s infections, yet with an average contraction of 9.2% in GDP.
This indicates that the economic effects of the pandemic are not necessarily distributed according to the cases but
probably the following:
•

The vulnerability to exogenous supply and demand shocks,

•

the strength or weakness of the domestic economy before the Covid

•

The effectiveness of policies, and their implementation, enacted to cushion against the economic fallout due
to the virus.

Regional Economic Overview
Output in the Sub-Saharan Africa region contracted by an estimated 3.7% in 2020, as the COVID-19 pandemic and
associated lockdowns disrupted economic activity. As a result, per capita income shrank by 6.1% in 2020, setting
average living standards back by at least a decade in a quarter of Sub-Saharan African economies. The hardest
hit were countries with large domestic outbreaks, those heavily dependent on travel and tourism, and commodity
exporters, particularly oil exporters.
COVID-19 outbreaks persisted in the second half of last year in several countries, with little sign of abating.The
two largest economies in the region-Nigeria and South Africa, output fell sharply last year. Nigeria’s economy
is estimated to have contracted 4.1% in 2020, as the effects of the pandemic impacted economic activity in all
sectors.
In South Africa, where economic activity was on weak footing before COVID-19, output is estimated to have fallen
7.8% last year. South Africa suffered the most severe outbreak of the pandemic in the region and underwent strict
lockdowns that brought the economy to a standstill.Oil exporters in the region grappled with sharply lower prices
(Angola, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, South Sudan), while those with large travel and tourism sectors
endured near-complete shutdowns of visitor activity (Cabo Verde, Ethiopia, Mauritius, Seychelles). Contractions
in agricultural commodity exporters were less steep (Benin, Côte d’Ivoire, Malawi, Uganda). Growth in the region
is forecast to rebound moderately to 2.7% in 2021. While the recovery in private consumption and investment is
forecast to be slower than previously envisioned, export growth is expected to accelerate gradually, in line with the
rebound in activity among major trading partners.
The resumption in activity in major advanced and emerging economies and key trading partners of the region
(Europe, China, US) is chiefly underpinned by positive news on vaccine development and rollout as well as new
rounds of fiscal stimulus.
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Expectations of a sluggish recovery in Sub-Saharan Africa reflect persistent COVID-19 outbreaks in several
economies that have inhibited the resumption of economic activity. The pandemic is projected to cause per capita
incomes to decline by 0.2% this year, setting Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) further out of reach in many
countries in the region. This reversal is expected to push tens of millions more people into extreme poverty over
last year and this year.
Risks are tilted to the downside. Growth in major trading partners could fall short of expectations. Widescale
distribution of a COVID-19 vaccine in the region will likely face many hurdles, including poor transport
infrastructure and weak health systems capacity. Such constraints compounded by natural disasters such as
recent devastating floods and rising insecurity could delay recovery.
Government debt in the region has increased sharply to an estimated 70% of GDP last year, elevating concerns
about debt sustainability in some economies. Given the underlying vulnerability of the region, a longer lasting and
more severe waves of the pandemic could trigger an even deeper recession in the region and have devastating
effects on the health and well-being of the region’s population. The pandemic will have long lasting effects on
development and growth, as has been the case during previous epidemics.
Even if the current pandemic is successfully contained, a wave of infections could erupt within the region,
especially if the easing of current measures to mitigate the spread of the virus is not guided by the evolution of the
pandemic. There is also a risk of debt distress given high levels of debt and sharply higher borrowing costs. These
outcomes will pose a significant delay on ambitions of regional economic integration though deeper infrastructure
value chains and increased intra-regional trade.
Domestic Economic Overview
In 2020Q3 economic output of the domestic economy amounted to R2.9 trillion. Although this represents a
recovery form the output of R2.6 trillion recorded the previous quarter, this output marks the lowest level of
economic activity since 2013Q2.
Figure 4: Domestic Economic Output (2010Q1-2020Q3)
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In year on year percentage terms, the economy shrank a further 6% (year on year % change) in the third quarter of
2020, following a severe and unprecedented contraction of 17.5 % in the previous quarter. For the first 9 months of
the year, the economy contracted by 7.9 % in 2020.
Figure 5: South African Economic Performance Q3 2020
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GDP by expenditure or demand measures economic output by adding up consumer spending, investment,
government expenditure, and net exports. During the first 3 quarters of 2020 GPD contraction was driven by
decreases in all demand measures Household expenditure (-7%), Weak government Spending (0.5%),
Domestic Investments (Gross Fixed Capital Formation) (-17.8%), Exports (-12.3%) and Imports (-18.1%).
Figure 6: Demand drivers of GDP (GDP by expenditure) 2020
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Across all sectors Agriculture, forestry and fishing was the only sector record growth. Contractions was born on
labour intensive sectors that had additionally been disproportionately impacted by lockdown the prior quarter.
Figure 7: GDP growth by sector Q3 2020
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However relative to the lockdown quarter South Africa’s economy rebounded in the third quarter of 2020 largely
because the lockdown restrictions had eased in all sectors, as all industries recorded increases in economic
activity, with manufacturing, trade and mining leading the main drivers of the growth bump. Businesses were
supported by an increase in both exports and household spending. However, imports de-creased owing to
deceleration of demand of medical equipment and material supplies as these had already been procured in the
first two quarters of the lockdown. On quarter-on-quarter basis, GDP grew by an estimated 13.5% in the third
quarter, which translated to an annualised growth rate of 66.1%. However, not much can be read from this growth
as the economy had virtually come to a standstill in the second quarter and the third quarter growth was coming
from a very low base when the economy decreased by 16.6% (annualised: -51.7%), during the most re-strictive
months of the lockdown (April, May and June).
Figure 8: Economic Performance by Sector
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Figure 9: South African Job losses in the last 9 months
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In 2020Q2, 2.2 million South Africans lost their jobs reducing the number of employed people from 16.3 million
people in 2020Q1 to 14.1 million in Q2 2020, the largest decline in jobs since the survey began in 2008. In quarter 3,
the economy of South Africa added 543 000 jobs, 1.7 million below the number of jobs lost in Q2 due to lockdown
restrictions.
Since the begin of lockdown a total of 1.7 million jobs have been lost in South Africa. Job losses have been
disproportionately in the sectors of Community & Social services (376 000 jobs, 22.3% of job losses) Retail and
Wholesale trade (311 000 jobs,18.4% of job losses), Construction (263 000 job, 15.6% of job losses), Manufacturing
(246 000 jobs, 14.6% of job losses), and Transport (116 000 jobs, 13.9% of job losses).

GDP BY EXPENDITURE OR DEMAND MEASURES
ECONOMIC OUTPUT BY ADDING UP CONSUMER
SPENDING, INVESTMENT, GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURE, AND NET EXPORTS.
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The graph below illustrates job losses against GDP contraction by sector. (bubble size depicts job losses)
Figure 10:Job losses and GDP Contraction (2020Q1-2020Q3)
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Of the 1.7 million South Africans who lost their jobs 823 000 were female workers whilst 868 000 were male
workers.
Figure 11: Job losses by gender 2020 Q1-2020Q3
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Figure 12: Disproportionate Job losses by gender (2020Q1-2020Q3)
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Job losses by occupation
Job losses were disproportionately skewed towards Elementary workers (23%), Craft and related traders (21%),
Sales and services (20%), Plant & machine operators (9.5%) and Domestic Workers (8%. Professionals were the
only category to experience an increasing in job numbers, adding 70 000 new jobs during the last 2 quarters.
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Figure 13: Job losses by worker category(2020Q1-2020Q3)
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Impact on Gauteng employment
Of the 1.7 million job losses lost in Gauteng in the past 9 months, the Gauteng city region accounts for 628 000
job losses or 37% of jobs lost. The formal sector in Gauteng accounted for 47% of national job losses, whilst the
informal sector showed resilience with on 24% job losses. Surprisingly, the Agriculture sector in Gaiting negated
job losses by showing gains of 18%. After Northern Cape, the Gauteng city-region had the slowest recovery in the
actual number of people employed. The Gauteng city-region lost 670 000 jobs in Q2, only to recover 33 000 jobs
were created in Q3.
Figure 14: Job losses in Gauteng vs National job losses
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Prior to COVID 19 South Africa already had a very high unemployment. Additionally, the country due to weak
economic conditions in 2019 the Country and Gauteng experienced unprecedented job losses. 109 000 net job
losses in South Africa and 65 000 net job losses in Gauteng. Additionally, several large employers in Gauteng have
already announced job losses.
Table 1: Job Losses announced by Major Gauteng Companies due to COVID

Company

Announced Job losses/Retrenchments

Source

Cell C

960, or nearly 40%, of its 2 500 staff.

BusinessTech

South African Airways

4 700

Fin24

MEDICROSS

900 jobs affected (news24)

News24

EDCON

17,300-22 000 (business day)

Business Day

TSOGO SUN

TBA- Projections by group estimate 600
000 jobs are at risk by Sept 2020

Money Web

South African express

600

eNCA

Comair

200

Business Day

Telkom

4 000

Business Day

SASOL

TBA

Business Day

Eskom

3 400

Business Day

Automotive Sector

670(June) 1200(September)

AIDC Consultations

Source: Various Sources, Complied by GGDA Group
Fiscal health of South Africa
South African Debt to GDP ratio has increased by over 30 percentage points since 2009-from 30.6 % of GDP in 2009
to 60.8% in 2019/20 making it on of the fastest debt trajectories amongst peer nations.

109 000 NET JOB LOSSES IN SOUTH AFRICA
& 65 000 NET JOB LOSSES IN GAUTENG
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Figure 15: Growth in debt 2009-2019 (SA vs peer nations)
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The Minister of Finance Minister, Tito Mboweni, announced his much anticipated Medium-Term Budget Policy
Statement. In delivering his speech the Minister Stressed that current trends in South Africa’s public finances –
high levels of expenditure, lower levels of revenue and growing government debt – were unsustainable. The speech
clearly highlights the impact of COVID 19 on growth (revised to -7.8 per cent), Tax revenue collections (revised
down by R313 billion), add debt (Debt profile expected to reach 95 per of GDP in 2026. As such the 2020 MTBPS
proposes drastic measures to attain fiscal consolidation these include:
•

Debt to stabilization mainly driven by wage reduction of R310 billion with the aim to shift the composition of
spending from consumption to investment and promote economic growth.

•

Improvements in efficiency and high-level decisions on government priorities.

•

Implementing the principles of zero-based budgeting to address the negative impact of waste and unsustainable incremental increases to spending

Figure 16: Debt to GDP profile (2015/16-2027/28)
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It is worth noting that growing fiscal debt and fiscal spending has at the back of decreased public sector
infrastructure spending.
Figure 17: SA Public Sector Spending vs Reduced infrastructure Spending
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In theory, Increased spending raises aggregate demand. However, estimates of fiscal multipliers by SARB show
a steady decline in the multiplier over the past decade, from 1.6 at the start of the decade to less than zero by the
2019 The following considerations on impact of public sector spending
•

Multipliers are lower if the extra expenditure pulls in more imports.

•

Multipliers also vary depending on the composition of spending,

•

with investment having the most positive multiplier.

•

The size of the multiplier is further affected by the business cycle if an economy is already operating at full
capacity,

•

multipliers will be smaller than when there is a negative output gap

•

If government spending is paid for with higher taxes, multipliers will tend to be low.

•

Funding through debt can support a higher multiplier where debt is perceived as sustainable

•

The graph below illustrates the trend.
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Figure 18: Diminishing South African Fiscal Multipliers (2009-2019)
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In South Africa the impact of public sector spending on growth has been diminished by the following:
•

Rising debt led to downgrades and higher long-term interest rates.

•

From 2015, there was a shift in the composition of spending away from investment and towards more
consumption, including interest spending.

•

Government raised taxes to fund higher expenditure, with the tax-to-GDP ratio increasing from 23.9% in
2010/11 to 26.0% in 2018/19.

•

Tax increases were also accompanied by large revenue shortfalls, suggesting substantial negative impacts on
GDP.

•

Supply-side shocks such as electricity shortages reduced South Africa’s potential growth and made measures
to increase aggregate demand less effective

As a result of this deterioration fiscal profile, on Friday 27 March 2020, Moody’s downgraded South Africa’s
sovereign rating to Ba1 sub-investment grade. In a statement, Moody’s announced that this decision was on the
back of the following factors:
•

Weakening credit profile.

•

Strong widespread fiscal pressures,

•

Persistently low growth amid social and political obstacles to reforms.

•

Limited progress on structural economic reforms

•

Government debt to- GDP risks rising a further 20 PPS or more over 2019-23.

The announcement effectively places South Africa on sub-investment grade from all 3 major rating agencies.
Ratings are given as a ranking. AAA is the highest, then AA and A, right through to C and then D (default).
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Figure 19: Investment Rating Announcements
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Source: GGDA BI
The lower your credit rating the riskier you are deemed to be and the higher the interest rates charged. Some
institutional investors (such as pension funds) are not allowed to hold debt with a credit rating of BB or below.
This makes it more expensive for our government to borrow money, and it increases the amount of the
government budget that will be spent on interest. Importantly: it reduces the money available for housing,
education, healthcare, and social grants. South African debt has already been dropped from one of the widely used
global bond indexes, the JPMorgan Emerging Market Bond Index Global. A downgrade by MOODY’s will see SA
dropped from other key indices such as the Citigroup World Bond Index (WGBI) effectively leading to a withdrawal
from funds with investment-grade mandates.
Trade Overview
COVID 19 Outlook for Global Trade
According to the World Bank, the sharp fall in activity in the first half of this year is expected to contribute to a
contraction in global trade of about 13.4 percent in 2020. The World Trade Organisation further anticipates global
trade to fall between 13% and 32% in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Historically, trade growth tends to fall much more than GDP during crises. The extent of the downturn is magnified
by particularly severe disruptions to trade in services, such as tourism, and by global value chains struggling with
delayed shipments.

THE LOWER YOUR CREDIT RATING THE RISKIER YOU
ARE DEEMED TO BE AND THE HIGHER THE INTEREST
RATES CHARGED.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON GLOBAL TRADE
The outbreak of the Corona virus in China during December 2019 has forced a number of countries to protect their citizens
through the closure of exit nd entrance points. This has a devastating impact on global production and trade indices. The
largest declines were passenger air travel (93.5) and container shipping (94.3), growth of which was already moderating
before the COVID-19 outbreak. Both indices cover developments through January and may partly reflect early efforts to
halt the spread of the disease, which intensified towards the end of the month. The drop in the container shipping index
was driven by lower shipping volumes in Asia while the slowdown in passenger air travel was more broad-based, also
covering North America, South America and Europe. The global financial transactions (97.7) and ICT services (97.0) indeices
also dipped below trend, while the construction index (99.8) appears to have held steady. The global service Purchasing
Managers’ index (96.1) is the most forward-looking barometer component, reflecting expectations that COVID-19 is likely
to continue to weigh on service trade in the near-term, An approximate measure of the volume of world services trade
shows that year-on-year growth in services trade activirty already fell from 4.7% in the first quarter of 2019 to 2.8% in the
third quarter. According to IMF lower income countries are being hit hard by the spreading coronavirus, with 81 nations now
seeking support from an IMF emergency financing program being used to provide aid.

As the pandemic has spread, stringent border controls and production delays have weighed on trade. Measures
to slow the outbreak have limited or delayed the supply of critical inputs, particularly in the automotive and
electronics industries. Although recovery is expected in 2021, it will depend on the duration of the outbreak and the
effectiveness of the policy responses. The gradual recovery is assumed to start during the second half of the year
as controls are lifted, travel returns to more typical levels, and manufacturers rebuild inventories.
This recovery is expected to be historically feeble, however, reflecting the exceptional character of the present
crisis, as well as the length of time that it will take to restore confidence, to replace bankrupted firms, and to
establish virus-safe working and entertainment environments. There is a possibility that International air travel
may take a very long time to re-attain the levels of recent years, as businesses and tourists make fundamental
reassessments of the trade-off between foreign trips and infection risks, airlines reduce passenger loads to
increase spacing, and governments maintain tighter border controls. Net exports by key global regions are
expected to contract severely. Net exports Sub-Saharan Africa, Europe and East Asia are expected to contract by
3.5 percent, 1.1 percent and 4.6 percent respectively.
These regions are key exporters of mineral commodities, advanced manufacturing and processed goods.
Additionally, Sub -Saharan Africa, Europe and East Asia account for at least 50% of all trade with South Africa
and the Gauteng city region. Trade is generally driven by global demand (GDP) and the comparative advantage
between bilateral partners. However, rising tariffs and the escalation of global trade tensions have fuelled policy
uncertainty, significantly curtailed investment, and pushed global trade growth down to 0.3 per cent in 2019
and –4.9 percent in 2020, the lowest levels since a decade ago. In 2021 global growth is projected at 5.4 percent
(IMF June 2020). Overall, this would leave 2021 GDP some 6½ percentage points lower than in the pre-COVID-19
projections of January 2020.
Bilateral trade between the United States of America and China has plummeted, with significant disruptions to
international supply chains. The global electronics and automobile sectors, which have extensive cross-country
production networks, have been hit particularly hard. These products are mostly destined to countries that have
bigger and fast-growing economies. Moreover, the other driver of our exports could be the evolving political
scenario notably the prolonged Brexit and exit of Trump as the US president, two factors that may offer challenges
and opportunities to our exports and FDI strategies.
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To explore these opportunities, we look at the goods and products in which Gauteng and South Africa have
comparative advantages before reverting to regions and countries with high growth prospects and potential market
destinations of our goods. Both exports and FDI inflows depend largely on big GDP and GDP Growth rates and
these, in a combination of other factors, are taken into consideration.
Domestic Trade
During 2020Q2 South African exports fell to their lowest level since 2009Q1. Exports fell by 27.4%, the highest
contraction in recorded history. During the 2020Q3 exports continued to fall, collapsing by 13.7%. Looking forward,
exports are expected to remain weak contracting by 7.8% in 2020Q4 and a further contraction of 5.8% in 2021Q1.
Exports are expected rebound in 2021 Q2. The graph below summarises expected exports growth till 2023.
Figure 20: South African Export Forecast (2018-2023)
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Figure 21: South African export growth (2018-2023)
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2019 Global Foreign Direct Investment Performance
According to UNCTAD, global foreign direct investment remained flat in 2019, at $1.39 trillion, a 1% decline from
a revised $1.41 trillion in 2018. This is against the backdrop of weaker macroeconomic performance and policy
uncertainty for investors, including trade tensions. FDI flows to developed countries remained at a historically low
level, decreasing by a further 6% to an estimated $643 billion.
•

FDI to the European Union (EU) fell by 15% to $305 billion, as a result of BREXIT related tensions and
uncertainty

•

Flows to the United States remained stable at $251 billion.

•

Flows to developing economies remained unchanged at an estimated $695 billion.

•

FDI increased by 16% in Latin America and the Caribbean.

•

Despite a decline of 6%, flows to developing Asia continued to account for one-third of global FDI in 2019.

2019 Foreign Direct Investment inflows to Africa
FDI inflows to Africa amounted to an estimated $49 billion – an increase of 3%. Persistent global economic
uncertainty and slow pace of reforms seeking to address structural productivity bottlenecks in many economies
continue to hamper investment in the continent. Egypt remained the largest FDI recipient in Africa with a
5% increase in inflows to $8.5 billion. The country’s efforts to implement economic reforms have resulted in
strengthened investor confidence.
While FDI to the country was still driven by the oil and gas sector, major investments in the non-oil economy
emerged, notably in telecommunications, real estate, and tourism. In contrast, FDI to Southern Africa increased
by 37% to $5.5 billion mainly due to the slowdown in net divestment from Angola. South Africa consolidated last
year’s performance with inflows remaining almost constant at a little more than $5 billion accounting for at least
90% of FDI inflows in the region. South Africa continues to receive the most diversified form FDI in the continent
covering a wide range of broad-based industries and services.
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According to Trading Economics, South Africa received a total of R66.8 billion of FDI in 2019. The service provider
asserts that in 2018 South Africa received R72.1 billion of FDI. The graph below summarises data provided by
Trading Economics of FDI inflows into the country.
Figure 22: Estimated FDI inflows into South Africa
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SA FDI Inflows

COVID 19 Outlook for Global FDI
Based on earning revisions of the largest multinational companies, estimates by United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) shows that global FDI in 2020 will decline by at least 40%- to its lowest
level since 2009. The pandemic and attendant mitigating measures such as factory restrictions and lockdowns
measures are affecting all components of FDI. Consequently, greenfield investments, capital expenditures, and
expansions are being hampered by physical closures of sites and production slowdowns.
Figure 23: Downward Revision on Global FDI by Sector
Sector/industry
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Number of
companies
with earnings
revisions

Average
earnings
revision by
March
23rd{%)

(March
4th)

Share of
capital
expenditures,
2019{%)
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56
125
447
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125
220
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Source: UNCTAD, based on data from Refinitiv SA.
Note: Top 5000 public companies with at least one earnings forecast revision for fiscal
year 2020 since 1 February. A few outliers (5)were excluded as extreme revisions of
earnings were driven by idiosyncratic factors not related to Covid-19.
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Hardest hit industries include the automotive industry, airline, and the energy sector. The downward revision to FDI
is based on:
•

The decline in FDI and CAPEX characterized by recessions

•

A potential 50%-70% decline in cross border Merger and Acquisitions (M&A) activity

•

Reduced expansion activity by Multi-National Entities from key global regions i.e. Western Europe, China,
United States.

5.2. Internal environment analysis
The GGDA is currently in a process reviewing the Operating Model for the GGDA Group and the organisational
structure to eliminate all duplications of functions across the Group thus bringing about efficiency. These
processes will be concluded in the first quarter of the 2021/22 Financial Year. In relation to capacity, the
organisation continues to experience ‘normal’ attrition. We have ensured that we expedite the process of
recruitment to fill all vacant positions across the group. GGDA through HR will continue to focus on ensuring a
smooth and informed preparedness in response to mitigating the spread of the novel Covid-19 virus pandemic
and making sure that proper care and compliance to all our employees is fulfilled, including making sure that
the facilities and environment is compliant to OHSA regulations. Furthermore, through our wellness program
supported by a qualified service provider we provided counselling to all employees who tested positive including
their immediate families whilst in isolation.
We are currently putting interventions in place on addressing issues of Employment Equity such as, identifying
key strategic senior positions for Women and providing development and training support in ensuring that they
succeed when appointed. Some of our subsidiaries (e.g. AIDC and TIH) are providing youth with large scale
internship programmes to facilitate conducive environment for competitiveness, upskilling and preparing them
for entering the workplace with right and competitive skills. A concerted effort has been put in place towards
recruitment of People with Disabilities with similar approach used to appoint Women in identifying and filling of
vacancies. GGDA is currently reviewing its performance management system with a view to create a performance
culture and embrace diversity.
GGDA ICT Governance Framework
GGDA ICT operates under ICT Governance Framework to assist the organisation to deliver on its mandate. The
GGDA ICT Governance framework ensures that ICT supports and enables the achievement of the strategies and
objectives of GGDA. The organisation has put in place an ICT forum to ensure proper governance of ICT operations
within the Group. The ICT forum meets monthly to attend to all ICT strategic and operational issues within the
group.
ICT Policies
In ensuring proper governance and accountability, the following policies and procedures have been officially
approved by the Governance Structures of the organisation.
•

ICT Acceptable Use Policy

•

Change Management Policy

•

ICT Asset Management Procedure

•

Change Management Procedure

•

Fault Reporting Procedure

•

ICT Security Policy
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ICT Enterprise Architecture
Within the context of the service delivery models adopted by each entity, the establishment of the Shared Services
Model is a key initiative across the group as part of optimisation and integration. There are still pockets of wellestablished shared services within the group which are:
•

Microsoft Enterprise Licenses.

•

Email as a Service (EaaS);

•

Gauteng Broadband Network and GIDZ Hosted ICT services

GGDA conducted ICT Enterprise Architecture review, this process was an examination of how the group IT
infrastructure (applications, networks, and data centres) are managed and whether IT services and business
applications should be provided via consolidated, decentralised or shared service model.
COVID Impact on ICT
Covid19 has prompted ICT to invest on user mobility to enable the business to work and access corporate
information anywhere anytime. While the user mobility is of most critical, ICT need to also invest on the following:
•

Highly secured VPN technology as hackers now use compromised VPN access to gain entry to corporate
networks

•

Robust firewall systems

•

Online Collaboration technologies i.e. SharePoint online (Intranet)

•

Proactive Disaster recovery platforms to eliminate unnecessary downtime should the disaster strikes

•

Broadband data policy for users

•

Cyber Risk assessments

Analysis of the internal environment was done through utilizing the SWOT technique

Strengths

Weaknesses

•

Unqualified audits

•

Poor work integration/ silo mentality

•

Alignment to legislative framework

•

Poor shared service offering from Holdings

•

Investment facilitation capabilities

•

Ineffective performance management

•

Pockets of strong subject matter expertise

•

Low employee morale

•

Supportive stakeholders and board

•

Very poor Brand visibility

•

Focus sectors (subsidiaries) well suited to

•

Significant capacity constraints in key areas

respond to mandate/ social agenda

•

Poor integration/ collaboration with other
government departments and/or agencies
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Opportunities

Threats

•

Changing 3C to 3D category

•

Looming ratings downgrade

•

Improve Public/private sector partnerships

•

Risk of fiscal sustainability (GGDA & SA)

•

Leverage on technology to significantly improve

•

Lethargic turnaround speed in implementation

BI offering
•

targets (internal & external)

Create brand awareness and make GGDA voice of
authority in economic sector spaces

•

Collaborate better with other government
departments/ agencies to create efficiencies
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6. Institutional Programme Performance Information Programme:
6.1 Programme 1: GGDA holdings
Purpose: Provide strategic and operational leadership, support and transversal business solutions
Sub-Programme 1: Trade, Investment and Regulatory Enablement (TIRE)
Purpose:
•

Identify and promote investment opportunities in GCR and subsidiaries.

•

Offer value added facilitation services to investors to ease the cost of doing business in Gauteng.

•

Advocate for investor-friendly regulatory environment.

•

Provide and support Gauteng enterprises with market access and expansion opportunities.

•

Increase intra-Africa trade

•

Retention of companies invested in Gauteng and support expansion efforts

Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets
Annual Targets
GGT 2030 Statement

Outcome

Outputs

Strengthen
regional economic
competitiveness of
the GCR

Corridor
focused
investment
facilitation
to address
Gauteng’s
Promote investment
economic
in new growth path
inequalities to
sectors of the future:
promote, unlock
Green
and enable
Economy, Knowledge
investment into
Economy and Creative
the GCR.
Industries

Increased
investments and
job creation in the
GCR.

Output Indicators

Audited/Actual Performance

Estimated
MTEF Period
Performance
2021/22 2022/23
2020/21

2017/18 2018/19

2019/20

2023/24

Rand value of FDI
facilitated including
high growth sectors

R2.6
Billion

R3.1
Billion

R2
Billion

R4 Billion

R6,2
Billion

R6,6
Billion

R11,5
Billion

Rand value of DDI
facilitated including
infrastructure
projects

R1,5
Billion

R2,8
Billion

R1,9
Billion

R3 Billion

R6,9
Billion

R7,3
Billion

R8
Billion

Number of jobs
created through
investments
facilitated

-

-

-

-

3 610

4 410

6 510

Number of jobs
retained through
investments
facilitated

-

-

-

-

1 790

1 890

2 790

TO PROVIDE STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL
LEADERSHIP, SUPPORT AND TRANSVERSAL
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS.
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Annual Targets
GGT 2030 Statement

Outcome

Outputs

Output Indicators

Audited/Actual Performance
2017/18 2018/19

Identifying and taking
advantage of trade
opportunities and
signing Twin City
Agreements with
other city regions

Further support
offered to Gauteng
based firms and
those firms whose
headquarters are
in Gauteng as they
continue their efforts
in extending their
presence across the
continent.

Rand value of trade
deals facilitated

Increased
diversification
of exports and
opportunities to
traditional and
new markets, to
support growth
and employment
creation in
Gauteng

Promotion of intra
Number of Gauteng
Africa trade.
firms assisted with
high growth sectorOpportunities
specific training on
for economic
export readiness.
engagement
, networking,
and trade across
the continent
and beyond for
SMMEs and
businesses

Number of
companies
expanding
operations in the
rest of the African
continent.

2019/20

Estimated
MTEF Period
Performance
2021/22 2022/23
2020/21

2023/24

R300k

R1,5
Billion

R1,7
Billion

R2 billion

R3,4
Billion

R5,1
Billion

R7,7
Billion

262

287

329

100

200

300

400

12

14

6

-

25

50

100

Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets

Output Indicators

Annual
Targets

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Rand value of FDI facilitated including high growth sectors

R6,2 billion

R600 million

R800 million

R2.0 billion

R2.8 billion

Rand value of DDI facilitated including infrastructure projects

R6.9 billion

R400 million

R600 million

R2.5 billion

R3.5 billion

Number of jobs created through investments facilitated

3 610

270

400

1 227

1 713

Number of jobs retained through investments facilitated

1 790

143

143

555

949

Rand value of trade deals facilitated

R3.4 billion

R400 million

R800 million

R1 billion

R1.2 billion

Number of Gauteng firms assisted with high growth sector-specific training on
export readiness.

200

25

50

75

50

Number of companies expanding operations in the rest of the African continent.

25

5

5

5

10

Explanation of planned TIRE Performance
TIREs planned performance is informed by GGT2030 plans focusing on the following high growth sectors, e.g. cannabis,
automotive, ICT and digital services, food beverages, agro-processing and agro businesses, financial services, transportation and
logistics, diverse energy mix, cultural and creative industries, tourism and hospitality.
The attraction, facilitation and retention of investments in these sectors will contribute towards growing the economy, creating
jobs and developing infrastructure of Gauteng City Region. Intra-Africa trade will be prioritized by implementing the African
Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) roadmap through a regional approach – Gauteng companies will be assisted to enter new
markets with the support of strategic partners.
The increase in investment attraction and trade facilitation will give impetus to the drive of positioning Gauteng as the best
investment destination in the continent. The focus will be on the identified growth opportunities identified in the 5 Corridors of the
GCR. Central to these efforts is the creation of jobs, transforming the economy, alleviate poverty and inequality.
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Additionally, these interventions seek to improve and position Gauteng as the gateway to continent.

Input

Activities

Output

Outcome

Impact

Human Capacity
Technology capabilities

Investment promotion and
facilitation

Increased Investments

Increase economic growth
through FDI and DDI

Economic growth through
corridor development

Strategic Partnership

Resolving investor issues

Improve the ease of doing
business

Investor friendly regulatory
environment

Businesses continue to
operate and expand

Reduction in unemployment

Create and retain jobs

Initiatives
Financial support

Stakeholder engagement
Investor retention plan
Training of SME for export
markets
Destination marketing
strategy

Retain and expand
businesses
Resolution of regulatory
bottlenecks
Increase trade activities
Export readiness training
Access to markets

Improve intra-Africa trade
Export ready companies with
market access

Enterprise and skills
development
Implementation of AfCFTA

Sub-Programme 2: Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO)
1.

To accelerate delivery of key Economic Infrastructure Projects through project development and partnerships in support of
the GPG Ten Pillar Programme (aimed to achieve the strategic goals of TMR) and GGT2030.

2.

Provision of Project Management Technical Support for Economic Infrastructure Projects implementation.

3.

Support the Implementation of Catalytic Economic Infrastructure Projects for the SEZ and Industrial Parks Programmes.

4.

Facilitate Job Creation through implementation of Catalytic Economic Infrastructure Projects (unskilled and semi-skilled).

5.

The Custodian and Authority for Building Standards and Regulations within the Group
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Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets

Annual Targets
GGT 2030
Statement

Outcome

Invest in
tourism
infrastructure

Constitution
Hill Visitors
Centre

Output
Indicators

% of the
Constitution
Hill Visitors
Centre Project
completed.

% of the TIH
TIH BioBio-Science
Science Park
Park Phase
Phase 3 Project 3 Project
completed

Implement
the Gauteng
Infrastructure
Master Plan

Expand
economic
infrastructure
development
in support of
the Gateway
to Africa as a
critical enabler
of jobs.

Outputs

TIH Enterprise
Building 3

% of TIH
Enterprise
Building
3 (EB3)
construction
Completed

Audited/Actual Performance
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

-

-

-

-

-

-

Increased
levels of
economic
activity through
Number of
Rehabilitated
strategic
Industrial Hubs Industrial Hubs
economic
rehabilitated
infrastructure
Jobs Creation

Adopt
measures to
improve youth
employment
levels, incl.
National
Youth
Employment
Accord

Enhanced skills Number of job
development
opportunities
and training
created

Estimated
Performance
2020/21

MTEF Period
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

5% Construction
work completed

70%

100%

-

25.89% of BioScience Park was
constructed.

48% construction
work completed

100%

-

-

-

-

Completion of the
Feasibility Studies
(PPP, conclusion
of 60% pre-letting
Agreements with
Identified Tenants)

40%

100%

-

-

Commencement
of Audit,
Conditional
Assessments and
Cost Estimates
for the Remedial
Works

8

8

8

-

-

-

-

-

500

800

1000

-

40

60

120

200

Allocate 80%
of EPWP
participants to
unemployed
youth

Target and
enforce
favourable
procurement
from
businesses in
townships

Enhanced
transformation
in the economy

Economically
empowered
local
contractors

Number
of Local
Contractors
benefiting
from Subcontracting

-
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Additionally, these interventions seek to improve and position Gauteng as the gateway to continent.

Output Indicators Annual Targets

Q1
20%

% of the Constitution
Hill Visitors Centre
70%
Project completed.

(Concrete structural
frame comprising
Formwork, concrete
reinforcement, concrete
columns, concrete
beams, holes for
plumbing, electric fixing)

Q2

Q3

Q4

60%

70%

(Concrete structure
progression with plumbing and
electric fixing, chasing, holes
preparations)

(the concrete frame structure
completed towards the roof
in preparation for the roof
installation).

40%
(Concrete structural
frame on top of
the existing super
basement, Form work,
reinforcement, columns,
beams, Holes for
plumbing and electric
first fix)

85%
100%
% of the TIH BioScience Park Phase
3 Project completed

100 %

-

-

(Finishing Trades) i.e. windows
installed, Glazing completed,
Flooring Finishes, skidding
completed, land scaping
completed, Electrical works
completed, Mechanical
works completed, Plumbing
completed, etc

(Practical Completion
Certificate issued, Occupation
Certificate issued, and Final
Completion Certificate issued)

40%
(piling completed, pile cabs
installed, single basement
parking completed)

% of TIH Enterprise
Building 3 (EB3)
construction
Completed

40% Construction
completed

-

-

-

Number of
Industrial Hubs
rehabilitated

8

-

-

-

8

Number of job
opportunities
created
(cumulative year
to date)

500

100

200

350

500

60

10

20

35

60

Number of Local
Contractors
benefiting from
Sub-contracting
(cumulative year
to date)
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Explanation of Planned EPMO Performance
New Constitution Hill Visitors Centre Project
This project was awarded in June 2019.The New Visitors Centre project is to be built on top of an Existing Super
Basement which was built around 2002.The construction could not commence immediately after appointment of
the contractor because of the pending Building Plans Approvals by City of Johannesburg. Following the submission
of the Top Structures Building Plans for the New Visitors Centre, City of Johannesburg could not consider them
for approval as they cited that they do not have in their records/archives records of the Existing Super Basement
which they required to first assess its Structural Integrity prior considering the New Visitors Centre Project Top
Structures Building Plans. It later emerged that City of Johannesburg previously had the Building Plans for the
Existing Super Basement but have since lost its records/files.
GGDA was then requested to produce the “As Built” Plans for the Existing Super Basement and submit to City of
Johannesburg. The “As Built” were then produced and submitted to City of Johannesburg in 2020.Following the
submission, City of Johannesburg scrutinised then and subsequently requested additional information in terms
of SANS through the Fire Department and GGDA produced such.Currently both two sets of Building Plans (“As
Built” Plans for the Existing Super Basement and New Visitors Centre Top Structures Plans) are under circulation
withing City of Johannesburg Building Control Division and we envisage approval during the month of February
2021 to pave way for Site Handover and commencement of Construction works. Construction is expected to
commence during the month of March 2021 for a 16 months duration and completed in July 2022.
TIH Bio-Science Park Phase 3 Project
This project was awarded in 2018 December to JV Partners and construction commenced on the 18 February
2019 for the duration of 18 months. It happened that during construction process, one of the JV Partners went
under Business Rescue and ultimately got liquidated. Construction continued with the remaining JV Partner and
following several External Legal Opinions sought by GGDA, construction was put on hold in October 2020 pending
the outcome of the Court on the status of the contract. At the time of stoppage, the project was at 48% physical
progress in terms of construction works and completion was anticipated in 2021.We envisage that the Court
process will be finalised, and the outcomes will inform GGDA on how to proceed with the project to completion.
The remaining works on site will require just Six (6) months to complete the project. We have to that effect
allocated a reasonable amount of float/time for 2021/22 until March 2022 in case the court process gets prolonged
with a view to at least complete the project by end March 2022.
TIH Enterprise Building 3 Project
This is a PPP Project which at this stage have acquired both National Treasury Approvals I, II & III (TAI, II & III) in
terms of Prescripts Governing the PPP Procurement Strategy (Treasury Regulation 16). The project commenced
in 2015 and the approval to contract (TAIII) with the private party (Norte Damme) was granted in 2019.Currently
the project is at commercial closure stage, which requires 60% Pre-letting Agreements to confirm the Return on
Investment to the private funders to release funds for construction.
The Bankable Anchor Tenant currently is SANSA who requires 4000sqm of the lettable space which meets the
threshold required by private funders (Mergence).
SANSA intends to take occupation in October 2022 in line with the National Treasury exemption. The identified
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PART C:
MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE
Contractor (Norte Damme) has made an undertaking that they will deliver the building in 14months from the date
of site handover which is planned for July 2021 and with the anticipated completion of August 2022.
Existing Industrial Hubs Rehabilitation
Gauteng province has several existing Industrial Hubs which are currently in a very poor state and thus unable to
attract investors for possible investment for job creation. The plan is to conduct an Audit during the first quarter of
2021/22 for all the existing Industrial Hubs in the province, conduct conditional assessments and determine costs
for the remedial works to gradually rehabilitate the Industrial Hubs.
We expect to fully rehabilitate a minimum of at least eight (8) identified Industrial Hubs per financial year starting
from 2021/22.
Sub-programme 3: Macro and Business Intelligence (MBI)
The mandate of the division is to conduct economic research and provide intelligence that is aligned to the
provinces Growing Gauteng Together 2030. The MBI research agenda is focused and measured on its ability to:
•

Increase continental and global participation for Gauteng enterprises

•

Facilitation and enablement in identified sectors

•

Increased transformation, enterprise development and skills development in identified sectors

•

Economic inclusion in identified and facilitated sectors for the Township economy and SMME support

•

Research on strategic infrastructure in Gauteng to support/enable identified sector

Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets

Annual Targets
GGT 2030
Statement

Strengthen
regional
economic
competitiveness
of the GCR.
An inclusive
economy
through
targeted
investment in
the 10 high
growth sectors.

Outcome

Increased
collaboration
and
alignment
between
public and
private
sector.
Create a
market
place for
investment
pipeline.

Outputs

Sector Action
Labs hosted
focusing
on the ten
GGT2030 high
growth sectors
(focusing on
clustering
of investors
across the 10
high growth
sectors, district
development
and unlocking
catalytic
infrastructure)

Output
Indicators

Number
of Action
Labs
hosted
focused
on high
growth
sectors
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Audited/Actual Performance
207/18

2018/19

2019/20

Estimated
Performance
2020/21

-

-

-

-

MTEF Period
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

10

10

10
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Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets

Output Indicators

Annual Targets

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

10

1

3

3

3

Number of Action Labs hosted
focused on high growth sectors

Explanation of MBI planned performance
The GGT2030 has identified Action Labs as a mechanism to increase alignment between public and private sector.
The Action Labs are an initiative to reimagine investment facilitation, and enablement. This initiative will Increase
collaboration and alignment between public and private sector. The Action Labs will increase industry mobilization,
township enablement and workforce enablement in the Gauteng city region. The objective of this output indicator
is to resolve bureaucratic red tape and remove all the constraints that hinder the growth potential across the ten
high growth sectors. This includes fast-tracking regulatory bottlenecks in targeted sectors.
The platform will drive the lobbying agenda and regulatory reform. Most importantly, the Action Labs will create a
platform for co-investment in unlocking district development targets across the 5 corridors.
The Action Labs will also be used as a platform to crowd in private sector investment in existing and future SEZs.
Additionally,
in convening & clustering investors across these sectors the GGDA will unlock the following:
•

Building a market-place and Intelligence on investment pipelines per key sector,

•

Development of initiatives that combine investor needs with public agenda,

•

Fast-track public-private sector coordination across the 10 key sectors,

•

Linking sector initiative to Master plans’ ambitions
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Furthermore, the Action Labs will unlock private and public blended opportunities to unlock infrastructure bottlenecks linking it to
national and provincial SPVs. These opportunities will be unlocked in the following key areas;
•

Energy investment and infrastructure to meet Gauteng’s needs

•

Transport and logistics infrastructure to enable ease of doing business in the province

•

Water infrastructure

•

Bulk infrastructure

Sub-programme 4: Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
Purpose: The SEZs constitutes a key component of South Africa’s industrial development agenda, as articulated in the National
Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF), Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP), the National Development Plan (NDP), as well as the
provinces, Growing Gauteng Together 2030(GGT230). These plans are intended to drive the industrial and economic agenda of
South Africa in the medium to long-term.
SEZs are geographically delimited areas within which governments facilitate industrial activity through fiscal and regulatory
incentives and infrastructure support. When efficiently implemented, SEZs attract significant investment and generate economic
impact beyond their confines.
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Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets
Annual Targets
GGT 2030
Statement

Outcome

Outputs

Research on
reindustrializing
Gauteng for the
21st century
through Multitier SEZ & High
Growth
Sector
Programme

Address spatial
distortions in
the GCR through
coordinated and
holistic planning
that includes
economic,
infrastructure,
social and
spatial
considerations

Increased
levels of
economic
activity
through
strategic
economic
infrastructure

Output
Indicators

Number of
multi-tier SEZ
Framework
developed

Audited/Actual Performance
207/18

2018/19 2019/20

MTEF Period
Estimated
Performance
2020/21
2021/22

-

-

-

Number of
comprehensive
Vaal Regional
Operational Vaal
Special
Economic Zone
Economic Zone
Master Plan
approved.
Stakeholder
Management
Plan for the
High-Tech SEZ
approved

High-Tech SEZ

Strengthen
regional
economic
competitiveness
of the GCR.

West Rand
SEZ investor
attraction
Increased
foreign direct
and domestic
Tshwane
investments
Automotive SEZ
(TASEZ) investor
attraction

Project
Governance
Structure
Approved for
the High-Tech
and Science
SEZ

-

-

-

-

-

-

Land
Identification
and
appointment
of a Suitable
Professional
Service
Provider for
Technical
Feasibility
Studies and
development
of a Business
Case

Establish
the PMU for
Vaal Special
Economic
Zone

Completed
Technical
Feasibility
Studies and
Business
Case
produced

2022/23

2023/24

1

0

0

1
Comprehensive
Vaal regional
SEZ master plan
approved.

Designation of
the VAAL SEZ
Implementation
of designation
master plan

Infrastructure
development
at designated
zones

Land
Preparation per
the Outcomes
of the Technical
Feasibility
Studies

Completion
of the Design
Works for
Bulk and Top
Structures
Infrastructure

Investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

Investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

Investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

Investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

Stakeholder
Management
Plan for the
High-Tech SEZ
approved

Project
Governance
Structure
Approved for the
High-Tech and
Science SEZ

West Rand
SEZ investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

-

-

-

-

Investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

Tshwane
Automotive
SEZ investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

-

-

-

-

Investor
attraction
strategy
implemented

SEZS ARE GEOGRAPHICALLY DELIMITED AREAS
WHICH GOVERNMENTS FACILITATE INDUSTRIAL
ACTIVITY THROUGH FISCAL AND REGULATORY
INCENTIVES AND INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT
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Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets

Output Indicators
Number of Multi-Tier SEZ
Framework developed

Annual Targets

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1

1

-

-

-

Number of comprehensive
Vaal Regional Special
Economic Zone Master Plan
approved

1 Comprehensive Vaal
regional SEZ master plan
approved.

Stakeholder Management
Plan for the High-Tech SEZ
approved

Stakeholder Management
Plan for the High-Tech SEZ
approved

Project Governance
Structure Approved for the
High-Tech and Science SEZ

Project Governance
Structure Approved for the
High-Tech and Science SEZ

West Rand SEZ investor
attraction strategy
implemented

Tshwane Automotive SEZ
investor attraction strategy
implemented

-

1 Comprehensive Vaal
regional SEZ master
plan approved.

-

-

-

Project Governance
Structure Approved
for the High-Tech and
Science SEZ

-

-

Investor attraction strategy
implemented

-

-

-

Investor attraction
strategy fully
implemented

Investor attraction strategy
implemented

-

-

-

Investor attraction
strategy fully
implemented

-

-

-

Stakeholder
Management Plan for
the High-Tech SEZ
approved

Explanation of planned SEZ Performance
Through the SEZ Programme, the GGDA is developing special economic zones in the Gauteng City-Region as a tool to:
•

Reindustrialize Gauteng for the 21st century by boosting manufacturing, increasing exports and employment, and add
momentum towards turning Gauteng City Region into a single, multi-tier and integrated Special Economic Zone

•

Promote industrial agglomeration in the Gauteng City-Region,

•

Build the required enabling industrial infrastructure to support SEZs in the Gauteng City region,

•

Anchor new economic clusters guided by economic regional planning, & economic inclusion, and

•

Mobilize investment in the Gauteng city region in identified high growth sectors.
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6.2 Programme 2: Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC)
6.2.1 Purpose: To develop the automotive manufacturing sector to globally competitive standards of excellence, through a worldclass value proposition which enables effective and sustainable socio-economic growth. The organisation was established as a
government support centre, to increase the local automotive industry’s global competitiveness and to promote Gauteng as the
automotive industry investment destination of choice.
6.2.2 Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Target

Annual Targets
GGT 2030
Statement

Outcome

Adopt measures
Enhanced Skills
to improve youth
Development and
employment levels, Training
incl. National
Youth Employment
Accord

Use public works
programmes to
absorb youth into
job opportunities.

2018/19

2019/20

Number of
unemployed people
trained

New

New

New

150

1000

1200

1400

Number of Trade
assessments for
the unemployed
people

New

103

122

55

70

80

90

Number of
unemployed
individuals placed
in employment

New

New

New

New

300

320

350

Number of indirect
jobs facilitated
through strategic
partnerships

New

New

New

New

4000

4200

Rand value of
Private investment
facilitated for the
construction of
road K217

New

New

New

New

R174
Million

R97
Million

R929
Million

Rand value of
Private investment
Facilitate sector
investment value in facilitated for the
City of Tshwane,)
development TAC
Retail Hub

New

New

New

New

R3
Million

R2.7
Billion

R2.5
Billion

Facilitate private
investment with
Rosslyn Hub and
various partners
to establish the
Inland Port

New

New

New

New

R300K

R1.7
Million

R3.8
Billion

Upskilling
unemployed
individuals

Placement of
unemployed
trained candidates

Increase direct and
indirect Jobs
Job opportunities
facilitated through
Infrastructure
related projects

Private investment
facilitation toward
completion of road
K217)

Strengthen
regional economic
competitiveness of
the GCR.

Promote
investment in
new growth path
sectors of the
future: Green
Economy,
Knowledge
Economy and
Creative Industries

2017/18

Estimated
Performance
2020/21

Outputs

Increased
foreign direct
and domestic
investments

Output Indicators

Rand value of
private investment
facilitated for
the development
Inland Port

Audited/Actual Performance

MTEF Period
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

3500

TO GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE STANDARDS OF
EXCELLENCE, THROUGH A WORLD-CLASS VALUE
PROPOSITION AND ENABLES EFFECTIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROWTH.
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Annual Targets
GGT 2030
Statement

Outcome

Outputs

Output Indicators Audited/Actual Performance
2018/19

2019/20

Number of
businesses
incubated at the
6
Incubators at Ford
and Nissan

14

14

14

13

13

13

Number of
businesses
graduated out of
the incubators at
Ford and Nissan

1

0

0

1

2

2

Rand value
generated by
SMME’s operating
New
within the AIDC
Incubation
Programmes

New

New

New

R45
Million

R50
Million

R55
Million

Number of
new township
automotive hubs
Operationalised

New

New

New

New

1 Hub at
Chamdor
4 Hubs
in Mogale
City

6 Hubs

Rand value
generated by
SMME’s operating
within the AIDC
Winterveldt Hub

New

New

New

R400K

R1milion

R1,1
million

1.2
million

Rand value of
fleet management
on City of
Tshwane (CoT)
New
contract set aside
for Historically
disadvantaged
SME’s

New

New

New

R10m

R10m

R10m

Number
of SMME’s
benefiting
through the City
of Tshwane fleet
management
contract.

New

New

New

20

20

20

2017/18

Implement a
cumulative
incubation
programme to
provide skills and
jobs in various
sectors including
furniture, artisans,
chemical,
pharmaceuticals,
and mining.

Enhanced
transformation
in the economy
Incubation
programme to
provide skill
and jobs

Increase
investment in
the economic
development
of townships,
declining nodes
and peri-urban
areas
Target and
enforce favorable
procurement from
businesses in
Townships
Continue to invest
in infrastructure
that support
clusters of
township
businesses to
expand, access
markets and
prosper.

Improved
market access
or trade
activities by
township based
SMMEs

Market access
0r trade actives
by Historically
disadvantaged
SMME’s

MTEF Period

Estimated
Performance
2020/21
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6.2.3 Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets
Intervention/ Impact Statement from
GGP2030

Adopt measures to improve youth employment
levels, incl. National Youth Employment Accord

Use public works programmes to absorb youth
into job opportunities.

Strengthen regional economic competitiveness
of the GCR.
Promote investment in new growth path sectors
of the future: Green
Economy, Knowledge Economy and Creative
Industries

Output Indicators

Annual
Targets

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Number of unemployed people trained

1000

250

250

250

250

Number of Trade assessments for the
unemployed people

70

15

20

15

20

Number of unemployed individuals placed in
employment

300

60

70

80

90

Number of indirect jobs facilitated through
strategic partnerships

3500

300

700

1000

1500

Rand value of Private investment facilitated for
the construction of road K217

R174 Million

R24m

R25m

R25m

R100 million

Rand value of Private investment facilitated for
the development TAC Retail Hub

R3 Million

R250k

R250k

R500k

R2 million

Rand value of private investment facilitated for
the development Inland Port

R300K

R50k

R50k

R50k

R150

Number of SMMEs in Gauteng that participates
in the automotive component manufacturing
efficiency improvement programme

32

10

10

6

6

Average % of productivity improvement in
companies intervened with the efﬁciency
improvement programme

25%

-

-

-

25%

Number of businesses incubated at the
Incubators at Ford and Nissan

13

-

-

-

13

Number of businesses graduated out of the
incubators at Ford and Nissan

1

-

-

-

1

R11
Million

R11
Million

R11
Million

R12 Million

-

-

-

1 Hub at
Chamdor in
Mogale City

Rand value generated by SMME’s operating within
R1 million
the AIDC Winterveldt Hub

R100K

R200K

R300K

R400K

Rand value of fleet management on City of
Tshwane (CoT) contract set aside for Historically
disadvantaged SME’s

R10 mil

R2.5
million

R2.5
million

R2.5
million

R2.5 million

Number of SMME’s benefiting through the City of
Tshwane fleet management contract.

20

-

-

-

20

Secure industrial financing for productive
economic sectors (e.g. Manufacturing
Completeness Enhancement Program)

Implement a cumulative incubation programme
to provide skills and jobs in various sectors
including furniture, artisans, chemical,
pharmaceuticals, and mining.

Rand value generated by SMME’s operating within
R45 Million
the AIDC Incubation Programmes
Number of new township automotive hubs
Operationalised
Increase investment in the economic
development of townships, declining nodes and
peri-urban areas
Target and enforce favorable procurement from
businesses in Townships
Continue to invest in infrastructure that support
clusters of township businesses to expand,
access markets and prosper.
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Explanation of the AIDC planned performance
The AIDC will remain focused on the automotive and allied sector, our Annual Performance plan 2020/2021 (APP) will
consisting in six (6) outcomes sections and sixteen Output indicators that will support the Growing Gauteng Together
2030 mandate for the upcoming financial period, AIDC will seek to align all its projects to the priorities of GGT 2030
and South African Automotive Master Plan 2035 to accelerate transformation, revitalize township hubs, facilitate job
creation, and enhance skills development with the Gauteng region
The following key function areas will continue to support the Province:
•

AIDC incubation programme will continue supporting 13 incubates of which eight are based in Nissan SA and
five at Ford SA to increase BBBEE participation within the Gauteng the automotive sector with the expected
revenue generation of R45 million during the financial period and planning to graduate one incubatee out of the
programme and be self-sustainable

•

AIDC will continue to support the township economy through our existing automotive hub at Winterveld
consisting of 6 SMME’s that will generate a minimum of R450 000 income during the Financial year period and
will open the newly refurbished Chamdor hub in Mogale City, additionally AIDC will manage the City of Tshwane
fleet to mentor 20 SMME’s with the expected revenue of R10 million for the financial period

•

Skills and Development programme is being big part of the AIDC for more than 8 years with the aim to train,
develop and upskill employed and unemployed individuals to shortage of critical skills in the automotive
sector. Planned training of 1000 unemployed people will be executed during the financial year period, with 70
unemployed candidates to be assessed at the trade test center in eight different trade test, furthermore 300
unemployed people will be place into jobs by the AIDC programs

•

Supplier & Enterprise Department will support the sector with Production Competitiveness Support, the AIDC
is to support 32 companies through the efficiency programme and to execute various initiatives using business
intelligence, thought leadership, feasibility studies aimed at ensuring that production operations are supported
to remain competitive.

•

Special Projects will support the investment facilitation of the development of Inland Port, facilitate the
construction of the K217 Project and the retail hub in the northern corridor attracting private investment of R175
million during the financial period.

This projects will be supported by a robust stakeholder engagement strategy supporting GGT2030 and the SA
Automotive Master plan 2035, within the 3 spheres of Government.
6.3 Programme 3: The Innovation Hub (TIH)
6.3.1 Purpose:
TIH is the provincial innovation agency responsible for the conceptualization, implementation and support of
innovation and incubation programmes within the Gauteng City Region.
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The mandate includes the full development and operations of The Innovation Hub Management Company.
In implementing the mandate, TIH focuses on:
•

Support of economic development, competitiveness, and sustainability

•

Creating new business opportunities

•

Promoting the culture of innovation and the competitiveness

•

Fostering entrepreneurship and incubating new innovative companies

•

Sourcing and implementing relevant innovations

•

Providing attractive spaces and accommodation for emerging knowledge companies

•

Enhancing the synergy between industry, government, and academic and research institutions.
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6.3.2. Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Target

Annual Targets
GGT 2030 Statement

Promote investment in
new growth path sectors
of the future: Green
Economy, Knowledge
Economy and Creative
Expand Smart City
interventions e.g., connect
all schools, public
health and other facilities
to broadband, and ensure
all communities
have substantial
broadband capacity
Industries

Outcomes

Enhanced
collaboration to
foster innovation
and leverage
resources

Address the domination of
agricultural inputs by big
business and the
monopoly domination of
agro-processing and food
retail.

Implement a cumulative
incubation programme to
provide skills and
jobs in various sectors
including furniture,
artisans, chemical,
pharmaceuticals, and
mining.

Enhanced
Transformation
in the Economy

To empower Women;
Youth; SMMEs.
Black businesses

Expand the welfare to
work programme thus
providing more
opportunities for youth.
To empower Women;
Youth; SMMEs.
Black businesses
Enhanced Skills
Development
and Training

Output Indicators

Audited/Actual Performance
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Number of Open
Open innovation
Innovation projects by
pilot projects
SMMEs contracted to
contracted
government

-

-

-

Number of Open
Open innovation
Innovation pilot
pilot projects
projects by SMMEs
contracted
contracted to industry

11

11

11

Number of product
Innovations
ready Innovations
taken to market
taken to the market

64

69

71

Number of product
ready innovations
exported by incubated
companies

4

7

Incubated
companies
graduated

Number of companies
with sustainable
business graduating
from incubation

11

Companies
at eKasiLabs
incubated

Number of new
companies recruited
at eKasiLabs

Innovations
exported

Align infrastructure
development programmes
with green economy
Principles

Northern Corridor:
Consolidate Tshwane’s
position as the Capital of
the Republic and a hub of
the Automotive industry
manufacturing,
innovation, R&D,
aerospace, and defense
industries.

Outputs

Number of
manufacturing
Manufacturing
facilities established
Site established
for low – medium
volumes

Estimated
Performance
2020/21

MTEF Period
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

8

9

9

3

3

3

52

52

52

53

13

6

6

6

6

17

21

14

16

18

18

148

91

75

52

80

110

134

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

11

Previously
disadvantaged
companies
recruited

Number of previously
disadvantaged
companies recruited
into TIH’s incubation
programme

-

-

-

-

64

88

107

Previously
disadvantaged
companies
exporting
innovations

Number of previously
disadvantaged
companies exporting
innovations

-

-

-

-

3

3

3

Previously
disadvantaged
companies
access to
funding

Number of previously
disadvantaged
companies benefitting
from the TIH Startup
Support Programme

-

-

-

-

8

8

8

Jobs created
through TIH’s
programmes

Number of jobs
created

-

-

-

-

239

292

354

Youth-owned
companies
recruited

Number of youths
owned companies
recruited

-

-

-

-

48

66

80

Women-owned
companies
recruited

Number of womenowned companies
recruited

-

-

-

-

40

56

67

Youth trained

Number of youth
trained in ICT skills
in collaboration with
Tshepo 1 Million

198

188

-

120

250

250

250
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6.3.3. Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets

Output Indicators

Annual Targets Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Number of Open Innovation projects by SMMEs contracted to government

8

2

2

2

2

Number of Open Innovation pilot projects by SMMEs contracted to industry

3

-

1

1

1

Number of product ready Innovations taken to the market

52

8

14

12

18

Number of product ready innovations exported by incubated companies

6

1

1

0

4

Number of companies with sustainable business graduating from incubation

16

0

0

0

16

Number of new companies recruited at eKasiLabs

80

20

20

20

20

Number of manufacturing facilities established for low – medium volumes

1

-

-

-

1

Number of previously disadvantaged companies recruited into TIH’s incubation programme

64

-

-

-

64

Number of previously disadvantaged companies exporting innovations

3

-

-

-

3

Number of previously disadvantaged companies benefitting from the TIH Startup Support Programme

8

-

-

-

8

Number of jobs created

239

-

-

-

239

Number of youths owned companies recruited

48

-

-

-

48

Number of women-owned companies recruited

40

-

-

-

40

Number of youths trained in ICT skills in collaboration with Tshepo 1 Million

250

-

-

-

250

Explanation of planned TIH performance
The Innovation Hub will continue its incubation programme rollout in the 2021/22 financial year of which is the key intervention based
on its mandate. The programme seeks to support companies with innovative ideas and translate them into viable, commercialized
companies contributing to economic growth and job creation.
The organization has included several new indicators tracking transformational related issues ranging from number women owned
companies recruited, youth owned companies supported and back owned (previously disadvantaged) companies benefiting from
incubation programme. The programme seeks to support a disruption in certain industries and sectors that are monopolized by big
business at the expense of SMMEs and other Cooperatives.
The performance indicators, measures and targets track the number of companies recruited into the incubation programme, its
journey into taking product ready innovations into the local and international markets. Part of this process is ensuring that several
value-added services are provided by The Innovation Hub such as assisting companies with enterprise development, access to
funding, mentoring, and coaching, access to facilities and production space, access to markets and skills development etc.
These initiatives respond to the GGT 2030 Strategy of the Province addressing the priorities of Economy, Jobs, and Infrastructure.
The programmes also show the contribution to some of the 10 targeted economic high growth sectors where interventions are
required, and the necessary support given to lead departments accordingly.

6.4. Programme 4: Gauteng Industrial Development Zone (GIDZ)

Purpose
The Gauteng IDZ Development Company SOC Ltd (‘GIDZ’ or Gauteng IDZ’) is a Special Purpose Vehicle established by the GGDA to
manage the establishment and operationalization of defined infrastructure programmes at the designated Industrial Development
Zone (‘IDZ’) at the OR Tambo International Airport. The mandate of the GIDZ is to create an enabling platform for investment
opportunities through public/private partnerships and direct development investment.
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Further to the above, the intention of the GIDZ is to drive focused manufacturing and beneficiation programmes whilst helping to
position Gauteng as a global city region. Within this context, three separate land parcels located in proximity to ORTIA form part of
the SEZ programme: A 7.5-hectare land parcel located inside the property boundaries of ORTIA – referred to as ORTIA Precinct 1; a
29-hectare land parcel located outside ORTIA and adjacent to ORTIA Precinct 1 – referred to as ORTIA Precinct 2; and a 13.9-hectare
land parcel located 30 km away from ORTIA and next to the Impala Platinum Refinery in Springs – referred to as the Springs
Precinct. Each land parcel has particular industries of focus identified based on detailed studies of which products would be suitable
for location and investment uptake.
Precincts 1 and 2 promote the location of high-value, low-mass industries whose products typically utilise airfreight as a mode of
transport. These include, inter alia, jewellery, diamonds, pharmaceuticals, electronics, and agro-processing. The Springs Precinct,
due to its competitive location next to a Platinum Group Metals (PGM) refinery, is positioned to promote the beneficiation of PGM
products such as fuel cells. The precinct has also been identified as suitable for capital as well as mining-equipment production.
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Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets

Annual Targets
GGT2030
Statement

Outcomes

Outputs

Output
Indicators

Audited/Actual Performance
2017/18

1. Address spatial
distortions in
the GCR through
coordinated and
holistic planning
that includes
economic
infrastructure,
social and spatial
considerations.

1. Strengthen
regional economic
competitiveness of
the GCR.
2. Utlilize the
infrastructure
budget to drive
the agenda for job
creation, economic
empowerment,
and spatial
transformation.
3. Implement
a cumulative
incubation
programme to
provide skills and
jobs in various
sectors.

% of ORTIA
SEZ Southern
Precinct top
structure
construction
completed.
Increased
levels of
economic
activity through
strategic
economic
infrastructure

Economic
Infrastructure
Investment
projects

-

Infrastructure
projects
implemented
New
to advance
Indicator
the ORTIA
SEZ: Precinct
2
Infrastructure
projects
implemented New
to advance
Indicator
SEZ: Springs
Precinct

Economic
cluster
development
Enhanced
in support of
transformation
the regional
in the economy
competitiveness
of the Gauteng
city region

Operational
precious
minerals
beneficiation
cluster

Job
opportunities
Enhanced
created through
transformation Infrastructure
in the economy related projects

Empower a
significant number
of emerging
Black firms as
contractors and
sub-contractors,
including women
and youth-owned
businesses

Estimated
Performance
2020/21

MTEF Period
2021/22

2022/23

2018/19

2019/20

-

100%
detailed
designs
for the
Southern
Precinct.

30%
construction
complete
(Building 3, 5,
6, 7 and 8)

70%
construction
complete.
(Building 3, 5,
6, 7 and 8)

100%
construction
complete.
(Building 3, 5,
6, 7 and 8)

-

New
Indicator

Infrastructure
Land
Development
Preparation
– Bulk
(EIA, town ship
Designs
establishment)
Approved

Infrastructure
Development
– Bulk
Infrastructure
Installed

Infrastructure
Development
– Top
Structure
Construction

New
Indicator

Infrastructure
Land
Development
Preparation
– Bulk
(EIA, Township
Designs
Establishment)
Approved

Infrastructure
Development
– Bulk
Infrastructure
Installed

Infrastructure
Development
– Top
Structure
Construction

Tambo
Springs SEZ
business case
approved

Tambo
Springs SEZ
Investor
Attraction
strategy
approved

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

2023/24

Stakeholder
Management
Plan for
the Tambo
Springs SEZ
implemented

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

New Indicator

Tambo
Springs SEZ
Stakeholder
Management
Plan
implemented.

Number of
precious
minerals
beneficiation
cluster
components
operational

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

New Indicator

2

4

-

Number of
direct jobs
created
through
infrastructure
related
projects

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

New

150

200

250

300

50

45

60

20

25

R100 000 000

R250 000
000

Economic
Opportunities
facilitated for
SMMEs

Number of
SMMEs who
benefit from
the ORTIA
SEZ.

New

New

New

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

New
Indicator

10

20

New

New

R140 000
000

Investor
Attraction
Strategy
approved

-

Eastern Corridor:
consolidate
Ekurhuleni’s
position as
Africa’s largest
Aerotropolis and
the manufacturing
and transport hub
of the SADC region

Enhanced
skills
development
and training

Students
mentored in
construction
skills

Number of
students
participating
in the
construction
mentorship
programme

Promote
investment in
new growth path
sectors of the
future: Green
Economy,
Knowledge
Economy and
Creative Industries

Domestic or
foreign direct
investments
that lead to
an increase
in exports,
SMME and job
opportunities

Value of
Domestic
and foreign
investment
committed to
SEZ

Rand Value
of domestic
and foreign
Investment
secured for
SEZ
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6.4.2 Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets

Output Indicators

Annual Targets

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

% of ORTIA SEZ Southern Precinct top structure
construction completed

70% construction
complete. (Building 3,
5, 6, 7 and 8)

15%

30%

50%

70%

Infrastructure projects implemented to advance SEZ:
Precinct 2

Infrastructure
Development - Bulk
Infrastructure
Designs approved

-

-

-

Bulk
Infrastructure
Designs approved.

Infrastructure projects implemented to advance SEZ:
Springs

Infrastructure
Development - Bulk
Infrastructure
Designs approved

-

-

-

Stakeholder Management Plan for the Tambo Springs SEZ
implemented

Stakeholder
Management plan for
Tambo Springs SEZ
implemented.

-

-

Implementation
of Stakeholder
Management
Plan commences

Implementation
of Stakeholder
Management Plan
continues

Number of precious minerals beneficiation cluster
components operational

2 Operational cluster
components

2 Cluster
Components 70%
operational

-

2 Cluster
Components
100% operational

Mentorship of
20 students
commences

-

Mentorship of
20 Students
completed.

Beneficial
occupation
by 2 Cluster
Components

Bulk
Infrastructure
Designs approved.

Number of students participating in the construction
mentorship programme

20

-

Number of direct jobs created through infrastructure
related projects

200

50

100

150

200

Number of SMMEs who benefit from the ORTIA SEZ.

50

-

20

-

30

Explanation of planned GIDZ performance
In support of the legislated functions as well as areas identified for alignment from the GGT 2030, GIDZ has defined the following key
delivery areas for the MTEF:
Strategic Infrastructure
This delivery area, which is aligned to both the NDP 2030 and the GGT2030, aims to contribute to the development of strategic
economic infrastructure that will enhance the competitiveness of the Gauteng City Region. The delivery area is also critical for the
success of any SEZ. Within the context of the ORTIA SEZ, it is critical the infrastructure development is effectively managed to, in the
first instance, ensure that any operational bottlenecks that may be experienced by existing tenants are effectively managed and in
the second instance, ensure that the accelerated delivery of ORTIA SEZ Precinct 2 and the Springs Precinct is realised. Specific to
the latter, the issue of bulk infrastructure and its timeous readiness become key to the success of the SEZ programme.
In addition to the above, a construction mentorship programme will also be implemented towards ensuring skilled youth within the
construction industry and therefore contributing to the outcome of enhanced economic skills development and training.
Investor Attraction
This delivery area underpins the establishment mandate of any SEZ entity, which must, inter alia, enhance domestic and regional
demand as well as increase foreign direct investment and export promotion.
In this regard, an SEZ entity such as the GIDZ is required to attract, facilitate and conclude investment understandings with
private sector partners that set up manufacturing operations at the SEZ. This area is closely aligned to the delivery of strategic
infrastructure, particularly the central element of bulk infrastructure, which is key to unlocking and crowding-in private or thirdparty interest in the development of the SEZ.
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Job Creation
A direct outcome of the investor attraction and strategic infrastructure process, this key delivery area aligns to both the NDP 2030
and GGT2030. In support of this important outcome, the GIDZ has defined targets for achievement in its performance information.
Enterprise Development
Beyond job creation is the critical element of enterprise development. Also aligned to NDP 2030 as well as the GGT2030’s
“Economy, Jobs and Infrastructure” and “Education, Skills and Health” priority areas, this area has been defined in this APP and
performance targets to ensure that the development and empowerment of SMMEs is realized as part of the SEZ’s development.
Tambo Springs SEZ development
In its effort to consolidate SEZ roll out in the eastern corridor, the GIDZ has already embarked on and reached principle
understandings with Ekurhuleni Municipality and other private sector partners on the establishment of an SEZ at Tambo Springs.
Once achieved, this will enhance the manufacturing capability of Ekurhuleni, which continues to be a dominant contributor to the
country’s GDP. Through Tambo Springs and the planned next generation inland logistics gateway, the positioning of Ekurhuleni not
just as Africa’s largest aerotropolis but as a transport hub for the SADC region as well, will be realized.
Precious Minerals Beneficiation
ORTIA SEZ Precinct 1 houses the Jewellery Manufacturing Precinct (JMP), a mineral beneficiation cluster conceptualised to promote
productivity and export of mineral beneficiated products from South Africa. The precious mineral beneficiation cluster is focused
on the value-add activities of precious minerals such as Gold, Platinum and Diamonds. The cluster approach is further intended to
create a supportive environment for mineral beneficiation; ensure quality and sufficient supply of raw materials; and create linkages
between different industry role players.
6.5 Programme 5: Constitution Hill Development Company
Constitution Hill derives its mandate from two principal functions and themes. It is multi-million-rand urban regeneration
development project which is intended to be:
•

A cultural tourism attraction and a gateway from which to explore Gauteng

•

A global beacon for human rights, democracy, and reconciliation

•

Inner-city Regeneration
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Outcomes, Outputs, Output Indicators and Annual Targets

Annual Targets
GGP2030
Statement

Outcome

Outputs

Output Indicators Audited/Actual Performance
207/18

Improved
infrastructure
Invest in tourism
and heritage, arts
infrastructure
and development
facilities

The Peoples Park

% of Land
Parcel E
constructed

-

-

52,452

66469

Promote labour
absorbing
industries
(Visitor
economy)

Target and
enforce
favourable
procurement
from businesses
in townships

Implement a
cumulative
incubation
programme to
provide skills
and jobs in the
creative sector

Transforming
the tourism
sector to expand
participation,
improve ownership
patterns

Consumer
Programs suite to
reboot the visitor
economy
(Leisure; Business
& Events) of
ConHill.

5

Number of
Meetings;
Incentives;
Conferences;
Exhibitions and
Events hosted at
Constitution Hill

Tourism SME’s
capacitated

2021/22

2022/23

2023/23

100%

-

-

81 858

18 040

3000

18 000

60 000

7

6

2

2

2

2

-

-

-

New
indicator

60

120

150

Number of
tourism SME’s
provided with
market access
through the
IAMJOBURG
Programme.

-

-

118

140

60

90

100

Number of
tourism SME’s
provided with
support through
the IAMJOBURG
Programme.

-

-

-

New
indicator

30

50

60

New
indicator

100

150

200

Number of
signature events
hosted to drive
visitation to the
province

Original products
designed &
produced

Number of
new tourism
products of
origin produced
by Creative
SMEs

Business growth
by capacitating
creatives

Number of
Creatives
benefitting
from Creative
Uprising
Programmes

-

-

-

New
indicator

2000

2500

3000

Number
of Public
Programmes
hosted

-

-

-

5

70

80

90

Number of
Human Rights
Awareness
Campaigns
hosted

-

-

-

New
indicator

6

8

10

Enhanced
transformation in
the economy

Ensuring that
we build a
society in which
racism, sexism,
xenophobia,
Improved Social
homophobia and
Cohesion through
any form
Constitutionalism
of behaviour
that demeans
or humiliates
others is never
tolerated

2019/20

MTEF Period

25%

Number of
leisure visitors
to Constitution
Hill

increase the
tourism sector’s
contribution to
inclusive economic
growth in the
Province

2018/19

Estimated
Performance
2020/21

Public discourse
on human rights
issues
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Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets

Output Indicators

Annual target

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

% of Land Parcel E constructed

100%

30%

50%

75%

100%

Number of leisure visitors to Constitution Hill

3000

500

500

800

1200

Number of signature events hosted to drive visitation to the province

2

1

-

-

1

Number of Meetings; Incentives; Conferences; Exhibitions and Events hosted at Constitution Hill

60

15

15

10

20

Number of tourism SME’s provided with market access through the IAMJOBURG Programme.

60

10

20

-

30

Number of tourism SME’s provided with support through the IAMJOBURG Programme.

30

10

-

10

10

Number of new tourism products of origin produced by Creative SMEs

100

-

50

-

50

Number of Creatives benefitting from Creative Uprising Programmes

2000

500

500

500

500

Number of Public Programmes hosted

70

10

20

10

30

Number of Human Rights Awareness Campaigns hosted

6

1

2

1

2

Explanation of planned ConHill performance
Constitution Hill is already acknowledged as one of the top iconic and landmark sites in Gauteng. The site as a national heritage
attraction continues to play a critical role in being a gateway to tourism in the province. At the core of its narrative and heritage value;
the site tells the compelling story of south Africa’s history of the transition from apartheid to constitutional democracy. ConHill’s
offerings gives the visitor a vantage point and orientation of the country’s narrative, its unique offerings and stimulates visitor
curiosity to expand their visits to other attractions.
Through improved tourism infrastructure we undertake to optimise provincial tourism opportunities and have current undertakings
to develop the Visitors Centre and the We the People Park is in line with the Growing Gauteng Together 2030 strategy (GGT2030).
With this tourism infrastructure investment, both projects will contribute to the regeneration of the inner city; and attract economic
activity through the hosting of meetings; incentives conferences; exhibitions; and events (MICE). Further to this the ConHill is well
positioned as a hub of Gauteng’s creative and cultural industries; this to be realised through the implementation of its creatives
uprising programming. We further draw from our authentic history and the Constitutional Court’s apex positioning on site; and in
society to programme interventions that promote constitutionalism, human rights, and democracy.
During the 2021/22 financial year ConHill undertakes to further contribute towards the recovery of the visitor and tourism economies
through its tourism activities and the creatives uprising programme; facilitating SME participation in both the visitor and creative
economy value chain by providing skills development programmes; enterprise and supplier development as outlined in the GGT2030.
As ConHill extends its interactions with leisure visitors to the city, and ultimately the Gauteng Province by hosting signature events
such as the Basha Uhuru and the Human Rights Festivals; we intend to drive socio economic impact to high growth sectors
such as cultural and creative services; tourism and hospitality; and also facilitate access to markets for SMEs in the creative and
tourism sectors. Further plans to support SMEs in the labour absorbing industries such as the tourism sector will focus on
capacitating SMEs in the tourism sector with skills tour route development; and access to skills and technical support through the
implementation of the IAMJOBURG programme; thus supporting local employment and upskilling SMEs in the tourism sector to
create jobs within their locality; and build strong tourism networks. Through the development of the Creatives Hub we will foster
agglomeration; promote ownership through the co-production of social spaces. By giving access to the creative use of spaces on site
we will make available workspaces to the creatives and offer support programmes to creatives to develop their business capabilities.
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We will inspire creativity and innovation in both economic and cultural production by facilitating the development of new products/
crafts for the market; and facilitate access to markets.
In response to build a society in which racism, sexism, xenophobia, homophobia, and any form of behaviour that demeans or
humiliates others is never tolerated (GGT2030) we undertake to implement public programmes and human rights awareness
campaigns that will deliver content aimed at promoting constitutionalism; protect and promote human rights. Through these
programmes we engage citizenry on issues in the public discourse; drive content on the Bill of Rights; engage on national days of
significance and promote national campaigns to raise awareness on issues undermining the gains made in protecting human rights;
and build a society that is inspired by the Freedom Charter.
7. Programme Resource Considerations

Main
appropriation

Outcome

Adjusted
appropriation

Revised
estimate

Medium-term estimates

Entity
2017/18

GGDA Holdings

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

249,875

192,934

172,850

359,119

-15,042

344,078

336,539

336,457

354,892

Automotive Industry
Development Centre
(AIDC)

76,000

72,006

78,759

78,716

-1,993

76,722

73,896

73,356

77,557

The Innovation Hub
(TIH)

120,700

94,259

99,127

94,531

-481

94,050

91,349

90,681

95,874

Gauteng Industrial
Development Zone
(GIDZ)

18,284

27,238

37,203

30,080

-932

29,148

28,239

28,032

29,638

Constitution Hill
(Conhill)

30,405

31,112

36,120

26,576

2,316

28,892

24,949

24,767

26,185

495,264

417,549

424,058

589,023

-16,132

572,891

554,972

553,294

584,145

Total

Main
appropriation

Outcome
Description

Adjusted
appropriation

Revised
estimate

2020/21

Medium-term estimates
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

381,636

505,507

545,781

577,995

-4,920

209,861

229,861

235,687

248,292

181,360

798

182,158

269,579

303,542

322,628

5,146

5,617

0

5,617

6,066

6,552

7,076

15,631

25,539

187,265

-12,010

175,255

49,465

7,513

6,150

Buildings and other
65,502
fixed structures

8,586

20,018

185,441

-12,010

173,431

48,420

6,289

4,897

Machinery and
equipment

11,326

7,045

5,521

1,823

0

1,823

1,045

1,224

1,252

Total economic
classification

495,264

417,549

424,058

589,023

-16,132

572,891

554,972

553,294

584,145

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Current payments

418,436

401,917

398,519

401,758

-20,122

Compensation of
employees

184,101

192,008

201,884

214,781

Goods and services
include project
234,335
expenses

205,264

191,490

Interest and rent
on land

0

4,646

Payments for
capital assets

76,828
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The agency has been allocated R1,6 billion over the MTEF period. The first-year funding allocated is R17.9 million less compared to
the 2020/21 allocation. The variance is mainly due to the budget cuts.
The expenditure trends (MTEF Funds) for GGDA group as follows:
2017/18

R495 million

2018/19

R417 million

2019/20

R424 million

2020/21

R572 million

2021/22

R554 million

2022/23

R553 million

2023/24

R584 million

MTEF spending
The forecast expenditure for 2021/22 is R554 million. The MTEF Grant is allocated to programmes at GGDA Holdings and its
subsidiaries: Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC), The Innovation Hub (TIH), Gauteng IDZ Development Company and
ConHill Development Company.
The grant is mainly allocated towards key projects such as Conhill Visitors Centre, EkasiLabs, SEZ strategic infrastructure project,
Industrial Hubs and ASP infrastructure maintenance. The increase in expenditure over the MTEF period from R554 million to R584
million is mainly due to increase in budget allocation for the SEZ strategic infrastructure project.
The programmes include support to the automotive industry, innovation activities and support, accelerating the development of
high growth, competitive and labour absorbing sectors to support the creation of decent jobs and global competitiveness, including
attracting direct domestic investment and FDI in identified markets and unlocking increased trade opportunities on the African
continent and across the globe.
Included in the MTEF forecast expenditure for 2021/22 is personnel expenses of R229 million. For the MTEF period 2022/23 -2023/24
personnel cost has been adjusted by the cost of living increases and the impact of project staff employed over the duration of the
project term.
The spending on capital assets includes procurement of furniture and computer equipment.
Procurement Strategies
The GGDA group has developed procurement strategies that are aligned to section 16A6.1 – 16A6.6 of the PFMA to ensure adherence
to the regulatory framework. The group’s strategy is geared towards the inclusion of economically disfranchised groups.
Our procurement strategies involves providing training and hosting briefing sessions to service providers to ensure that they
understand the public sector procurement opportunities.
The targeted groups include entities that are: black owned, women owned, youth owned, B-BBEE complaints, township based, and
that owned by people living with disabilities. All procurement strategies are developed on the foundation of PFMA, National Treasury
Regulation and the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
This will ensure that while supporting previously disfranchised groups, the organization still adheres to the regulatory universe.
Therefore, training to Supply Chain Management employees is vital and mandatory to ensure compliance.
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8. Updated Key Risks

#

Outcome

Risk

Risk mitigations

a)
b)
c)
d)

1

Increased foreign direct and domestic
investments

Inability to meet FDI and DDI
targets due prevailing economic e)
conditions.
f)
g)
h)
i)
a)
b)

2

Increased global trade activities from Gauteng

c)
Restrained trade activities in
the long-term due to the impact d)
of COVID 19.
e)
f)

Delayed infrastructure
development resulting in loss
of investment and loss of
economic benefit.

3

Increased levels of economic activity through
strategic economic infrastructure

Inefficiencies in the delivery of
SEZ infrastructure

Inability to maximise economic
infrastructure utilisation.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

a)

4

Enhanced economic research that is focused
on enlarging the scale of implementation in
Gauteng’s economic development plans.

Failure to levarage and
intergrate research data to
inform Gauteng’s economic
development plans.

b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
5

Jobs Creation and Skills Development.

Failure to contribute
meaningfully to job creation
mandate.

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
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Focus on retaining and expanding existing investments
Continue to facilitate projects that were not closed in 2020/21 FY
and finalize a pipeline of possible new investments
Keep abreast of global investment mega trends
Increase online presence- conduct investment promotion through
strategic partners such as foreign embassies using virtual
platforms
Focus on high impact sectors
Focus on strategies that reflect the changes taking place in the
BRIC block
Development and implementation of the investor retention program
with World Bank Group.
Advocacy of regulatory amendments and fast tracking of investors
services to ease investment process.
Establish and sustain strategic partners in key countries.
Implement the AFCFTA Roadmap using regional approach
Promotion of the Export Portal- work with embassies, retailers and
business chambers to target international and local buyers.
Facilitate sector specific training.
Nurture/revive existing relationships with BRICS embassy/
chambers representatives in Gauteng
Implement the export competitiveness program
Support SMMEs with identification of markets in key sectors such
as Health & Pharmaceuticals – finalisation of local manufacturers
database.

Rapid economic Infrastructure deployment to boost industrialization
and enable economic recovery in strategic sectors
Investment promotion and attraction to economic infrustructure.
Focus on effective project management.
Effective Stakeholder engagement processes to mitigate impact of
bearaucracies that may negative impact projects.
Conduct Research on strategic infrastructure in Gauteng to
support/enable identified sectors
Focus on domestic direct investments in infrastructure.
Investor attraction through stakeholder management and
communication strategues to proactively reach out to current and
would be investors with positive messaging

Deliver Trade and Investment Outlook Reports that identify new
markets and export opportunities for Gauteng enterprises.
Research on strategic infrastructure in Gauteng to support/enable
identified sectors
Produce a Gauteng Township SME Economic Atlas produced.
Initiate a GGDA led colloquium unpacking thematic socio-economic
topics in Gauteng

Ramp up our investment drive into Gauteng, with specific focus on
industries that can absorb large numbers of workers.
Creation of job opportunities through the implementation Skills for
Employability programmes at the AIDC.
Incubation Centre graduates to participate in developing local
content.
Implement skills development programmes
Job creation through incubation of SME with focus on high impact
sectors.
Create job opportunities in construction through infrustructure
development.
Upskills of youth and provision of the requisite job opportunities.
Create jobs through the EPWP programme( EMP).
Provide training opportunities in sectors supported by the GGDA.
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#

Outcome

Risk

Risk mitigations

a)

b)
Enhanced Transformation in the Economy

6

Stagnant Economic
Transformation in Gauteng.

c)
d)

Increasing participation of SMMEs in economy, particularly in the
identified sectors such as the automotive sector, in innovation and
infrastructure development.
Focus on the township economy by developing a Gauteng Township
SME Economic Atlas to inform transformation interventions.
Intensify SME development through available resources (AIDC
Township hubs, Ekasi Labs and other programmes).
Facilitate market opportunities to SMME’s in target industry(
Creative, Automotive, Technology, Innovation, Infrastructure
Development)

Public Entities
Not Applicable
10. Infrastructure Projects

No

1

2

3

4

Project Name

New ConHill
Visitors Center

ConHill Development of
the Remainder of Land
Parcels (B,C,D & E)

TIH BioPark Phase 3

High-Tech SEZ

Programme

Description

Outputs

Start date

Completion date

Total
estimated
cost

Current year
expenditure

Constitution
Hill

Construction of
the New Visitors
Center Building
for Tourism
Exhibition

Tourism attraction
and office
accommodation

July 2020

December 2021
approx.

R177.7m

R2.8m

Constitution
Hill

Rejuvenation
of CoJ Inner
City at the
Constitutional
Hill through
Development of
the Remainder of
the undeveloped
Land Parcels

Urban
Renewal, Office
Accommodation
and Tourism
Attraction

Upon
completion of
the Feasibility
Studies,
Approval of
Business Case
and Project
sign-off

TBC

R5billion

R0.00

18 February
2019

End March 2022
(subject to conclusion
of the ongoing
legal processes).
Construction works
R251m
currently on hold
following liquidation
of one of the JV
Partners.

R79.9m

GGDA

Conducting
Technical
Feasibility and
Manufacturing,
Production of
Trade, Export, and
a Bankable
Investment
Business Case
for the High-Tech
SEZ Precinct

July 2019

January 2021

R5.8m

R5.5m

Vaal SEZ PMU
established

April 2020

March 2022

R43m

R13m

Manufacturing,
Trade, export and
investment, office
accommodation

20 March 2019

March 2021

R170m

R140m

Construction of
Innovation Hub the TIH Biopark
Phase 3 Building

5

Vaal SEZ Development

Vaal SEZ PMU

Vaal SEZ
Feasibility
Studies and
Business Case
Development

6

GIDZ Jewelery
Manufacturing Building 4
(JMP Super-Block)

GIDZ

GIDZ SuperBlock Building

Laboratories for
Tenants fitting a
specific profile in
line with the TIH
strategy
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No

7

8

9

10

11

Project Name

TIH Enterprise Building 3

TIH Enterprise Building 2

Jewellery Manufacturing
Precinct (JMP)
Southern Precinct Top
Structures (Buildings 3,5
6A,6B,7,8,9,10 & 11 (OR
Tambo SEZ Precinct 1)

Programme

Description

Outputs

Completion date

Total
estimated
cost

Current year
expenditure

September 2022

R150m

Nil

TBC
Subject to
successful
recruitment
TBC
of Anchor
Tenants for
60% pre-letting
Agreements

R200m

Nil

3 February
2021

R352m

Nil

Currently
undergoing
Land
September 2020
Preparation
(Planning)
through EIAs,
Town Planning
& Bulk designs

R1.6 billion

Nil

Currently
undergoing
Land
September 2020
Preparation
(Planning)
through EIAs,
Town Planning
& Bulk designs

R566 m

Nil

Start date

Construction of
Innovation Hub the Enterprise
Building 3

Construction of
a commercial
building with appro.
6000sqm of Gross
July 2021
Lettable Area
smart industries
sector including
the green economy

Construction of
Innovation Hub the Enterprise
Building 3

Construction of
a commercial
building with
approx. 8000sqm
of Gross Lettable
Area for letting to
enterprises in the
smart industries
sector including the
green economy

GIDZ

OR Tambo SEZ Precinct 2 GIDZ

OR Tambo SEZ Precinct 3
GIDZ
(Springs Precinct)

Construction
of the JMP
Southern
Precinct Top
Structures to
complete OR
Tambo Precinct 1

Construction of
the OR Tambo
Precinct 2

Construction of
the OR Tambo
Precinct 3

Enhance the
beneficiation and
export of mineral
products

Air freight as a
mode of transport,
thereby enhancing
the ‘high value low
mass’

Fuel Cells and
Capital Investment

22 August 2022

11. Public Private Partnerships

No

GGT 2030 contribution

PARTNERSHIP

DEPENDANCIES

1

Economy, Jobs/Skills
Development

GEP

SME Partnership fund its
nominated intermediaries

2

Economy, & Jobs

SEFA

3

Education, Skills
Revolution

4

5

ANTICIPATED VALUE

Sectors

Q1

Financial and NonFinancial Support

Automotive

SEFA and other industrial estate
owners

Q1

TBA

Automotive

Mogale City -Chamdor Hub

Gauteng DED as supporting
Department / IGR process

Q2

Financial and NonFinancial Support

Automotive

A better Africa and World

Gauteng OEM (Ford, Nisan,
BMW)

Corporate and public value chain
owners, Investor clusters from
high growth sectors

Q2

Financial and NonFinancial Support

Automotive

Sustainable development
for future generations

OOP/GDED /City of
Johannesburg

Approve the handover of Alex Hub

Q2

Financial and NonFinancial Support

Automotive
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No

GGT 2030 contribution

PARTNERSHIP

DEPENDANCIES

6

Economy, Skills
Development, Sustainable
development

SALGA

SALGA and local government
more broadly

7

Economy, Jobs/Skills
Development

City of Tshwane

8

Economy, Jobs/Skills
Development

9

10

11

ANTICIPATED VALUE

Sectors

Q2

Financial and NonFinancial Support

Automotive

SME Partnership to support the
Fleet Management Contract

Q1

Financial Agreement
in Place

Automotive

E35 Foundation- Italy –
Reggio Emelia

Provincial International Relations

Q2

Financial & NonFinancial

Automotive

Economy

Transnet

Transnet Port Licensing

Q1

TBA

Automotive

Economy, Jobs/Skills
Development and A better
Africa and World

Association African
African Free Trade Agreement,
Automotive Manufacturers &
DKD Project Approval
GIFA/ OEM’s

Q2

N/A

Automotive

June 2021

R370m

Infrastructure
development
(detailed and bulk
for two precincts
i.e. ORTIA
Precinct 2 and the
Springs Precinct)

June 2021

Subject to enterprise
development requests
submitted for the
consideration and
approval of GEP

Construction,
Mineral
Beneficiation
Agro-Processing

N/A

Medical devices

Subject to enterprise
development
efforts agreed for
implementation in the
mineral beneficiation
sector

Mineral
beneficiation

TBC

Fuel cells
technology
Hydrogen
economy
PGM beneficiation

The economy,
infrastructure and jobs

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality

Conclusion of SLA

12

The economy,
infrastructure and jobs

Gauteng Enterprise
Propeller

Conclusion of MoA

13

Towards a better Africa
and a better World

South African Medical
Devices Association
(SAMED)

Conclusion of MoA

14

Education, skills revolution
DMRE agencies
and health

15

The economy,
infrastructure and jobs and Department of Science and
Sustainable Development
Innovation
for Future Generations

Conclusion of MoA

Conclusion of MoA
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Part D: Technical Indicator Descriptions
9.1. TIRE

Indicator Title

Rand value of FDI facilitated in high growth sectors

Definition

Provision of investor services to investments made by firms or individuals from a foreign country (direct investor)
in Gauteng. Increased levels of FDI in Gauteng could lead to benefits such as job creation, technology spill overs,
enhanced competitive business environment, contribution to international trade integration and improvement
in enterprise development. Facilitation means provision of investor services to help solve problems faced by
existing or potential investor. Investor services include but not limited to water use licence, bulk infrastructure,
environmental impact studies, electricity, etc. which are typically required to unlock bottlenecks for
investments. The facilitation support will also be provided to investments supported by GGDA subsidiaries. The
targeted high growth sectors in the GGT2030 are as follows; cannabis, automotive, ICT and digital service, food
beverages, agro-processing and agro businesses, financial services, transportation and logistics, diverse energy
mix, cultural and creative industries, tourism and hospitality

Source of data

TIRE Excel Pipeline, Portfolio of evidence data, Quarterly Reports, Leads Form

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Total sum of investments

Means of verification

One of the following:
1. Investment facilitation agreement
2. Email correspondence and/or lead forms and/or minutes of meetings
3. Evidence letters of investments from investors and/or investor representatives (e.g. a third party appointed
to act on behalf of the investor)
4. TIRE partners which include but not limited to municipalities and/or business chambers and/or trade offices
and/or embassies, and/or advisory firms and/or national and provincial government departments, and
agencies, and/or Financial Institutions, to provide confirmation of the investment

Assumptions

·
·
·
·
·

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

bi-annually

Desired performance

R6,2 billion FDI attracted in Gauteng

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE

Indicator Title

Rand value of DDI facilitated including infrastructure projects

Definition

Provision of investor services to investments made by South African owned companies in Gauteng. Increased
levels of Domestic Direct Investments in Gauteng that could lead to benefits such as job creation, enhanced
competitive business environment, contribution to trade integration and improvement in enterprise
development. Facilitation means provision of investor services to help solve problems faced by existing
or potential investor. Investor services include but not limited to water use licence, bulk infrastructure,
environmental impact studies, electricity, etc. which are typically required to unlock bottlenecks for
investments.

Source of data

TIRE Excel Pipeline, Portfolio of evidence data, Quarterly Reports, Leads Form

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Total sum of investments

Means of verification

One of the following:
1. Investment facilitation agreement
2. Email correspondence and/or lead forms and/or minutes of meetings
3. Evidence letters of investments from investors and/or investor representatives (e.g. a third party appointed to
act on behalf of the investor)
4. TIRE partners which include but not limited to municipalities and/or business chambers and/or trade offices
and/or embassies, and/or advisory firms and/or national and provincial government departments, and
agencies, and/or Financial Institutions, to provide confirmation of the investment

Approval of identified strategic partnerships, including the financial implications thereof
fully capacitated TIRE unit (human resources)
A stable risk-adjusted covid-19 national level
Support for TIRE to participate in inward and outward missions
Improved economic outlook
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Assumptions

·
·
·
·
·

Approval of identified strategic partnerships, including the financial implications thereof
fully capacitated TIRE unit (human resources)
A stable risk-adjusted covid-19 national level
Support for TIRE to participate in inward and outward missions
Improved economic outlook

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Bi-annually

Desired performance

R6,9 billion DDI attracted in Gauteng

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE

Indicator Title

Number of jobs created through investments facilitated

Definition

Number of jobs created through FDI, DDI and Expansion projects facilitated

Source of data

Evidence provided by investors, third parties representing investors and TIRE partners

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count

Means of verification

One of the following:
1. Investment facilitation agreement
2. Email correspondence and/or lead forms and/or minutes of meetings
3. Evidence letters of investments from investors and/or investor representatives (e.g. a third party appointed to
act on behalf of the investor)
4. TIRE partners which include but not limited to municipalities and/or business chambers and/or trade offices
and/or embassies, and/or advisory firms and/or national and provincial government departments, and
agencies, and/or Financial Institutions, to provide confirmation of the investment

Assumptions

· Facilitated projects come to fruition
· Jobs breakdown, including GEYODI where provided

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Bi-annually

Desired performance

3 610 created

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE

THE TARGETED GROUPS INCLUDE ENTITIES THAT ARE:
BLACK OWNED, WOMEN OWNED, YOUTH OWNED,
B-BBEE COMPLAINTS, TOWNSHIP BASED, AND THAT
OWNED BY PEOPLE LIVING WITH DISABILITIES
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Indicator Title

Number of jobs retained through investments facilitated

Definition

Number of jobs retained from existing FDI and DDI investments through retention and aftercare facilitation
services.

Source of data

Evidence provided by investors, third parties representing investors and TIRE partners

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count

Means of verification

One of the following:
1. Investment facilitation agreement
2. Email correspondence and/or lead forms and/or minutes of meetings
3. Evidence letters of investments from investors and/or investor representatives (e.g. a third party appointed to
act on behalf of the investor)
4. TIRE partners which include but not limited to municipalities and/or business chambers and/or trade offices
and/or embassies, and/or advisory firms and/or national and provincial government departments, and
agencies, and/or Financial Institutions, to provide confirmation of the investment

Assumptions

· Facilitated projects come to fruition
· Jobs breakdown, including GEYODI where provided

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Bi-annually

Desired performance

Create jobs and reduce unemployment in Gauteng Province.

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE

Indicator Title

Rand value of trade deals facilitated

Definition

Assisting Gauteng Small, Medium, and Big business with selling of goods and services- locally or
internationally. This includes assisting with domestic and international markets, regulatory issues including
compliance, certifications & standards, bureaucratic delays, trade finance, promotion platforms, industry, and
country/regional regulations.

Source of data

TIRE Excel Pipeline, Portfolio of evidence data, Quarterly Reports, Leads Form

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Total value of trade,

Means of verification

One of the following:
1. Investment facilitation agreement
2. Email correspondence and/or lead forms and/or minutes of meetings
3. Evidence letters of investments from investors and/or investor representatives (e.g. a third party appointed to
act on behalf of the investor)
4. TIRE partners which include but not limited to municipalities and/or business chambers and/or trade offices
and/or embassies, and/or advisory firms and/or national and provincial government departments, and
agencies, and/or Financial Institutions, to provide confirmation of the investment

Assumptions

· Budget allocation for Outward selling missions, local and international exhibitions. Procurement by retailers
and governments.
· Sourcing by buyers and demand for products/services by direct markets.
· Approval of identified strategic partnerships, including the financial implications thereof
· fully capacitated TIRE unit (human resources)
· A stable risk-adjusted covid-19 national level
· Support for TIRE to participate in inward and outward selling missions which include exhibitions
· Improved economic outlook

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Bi-annually

Desired performance

R3,4 billion trade deals

Indicator Responsibility

TIRE Group Executive
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Indicator Title

Number of Gauteng firms assisted with high growth sector-specific training on export readiness.

Definition

Provision of sector specific export training to companies that are not export ready but have a product or service
that can be exported. Emerging and established exporters will also be trained in identified sectors such as
Agriculture/Agro-processing, Manufacturing, Automotive, clothing and textile, Electro-technical/ICT, Energy,
Creatives and Tourism etc. to prepare Gauteng small and medium enterprises for the successful expansion of their
businesses into international markets. The training will offer basic sector specific information, export skills, export
terminology, funding mechanisms including insurance, fundamentals of foreign market research and the concept
of cultural barriers.

Source of data

Training sessions facilitated by GGDA in partnership with dtic, municipalities, export councils, Industry
associations, local & international entities/subject matter experts, country representatives including chambers.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple Count

Means of verification

Training programmes and/or presentations and/or attendance registers and/or invitations and/or emails.

Assumptions

Qualified experts to offer the training
Budget to appoint industry experts/training resources
Partnerships with relevant players, i.e. financial institutions (commercial and developmental).
Fully capacitated internal staff to craft programmes and facilitates training workshops.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Tri-annually

Desired performance

200 companies to be trained

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE

Indicator Title

Number of companies expanding operations in the rest of the African continent.

Definition

Assisting Gauteng Small, Medium, and Big business with expanding operations in the rest of the African
Continent through finding new markets and/or setting up of manufacturing plants and/or office, including
through local agents based in those markets. This will include expanding through international retailers,
agents based in country of expansion and private businesses. Companies will be assisted with information on
registration processes, conducting of site visits, access to export and investment related incentives, business
linkages, business to business match making, assist with regulatory bottlenecks and access to finance. Targeted
countries will be explored through regional approach such as and not limited to Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), East African Community (EAC), and Southern African Development Community
(SADC).

Source of data

GGDA database, leads, business to business meetings, minutes of meetings, pipeline of companies, company
profiles, company expansion plans/commitments/NDAs. Leads from GGDA’s counterparts, sister agencies,
commercial councilors, embassies are also sources of data.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Count

Means of verification

Emails and/or evidence letter and/or minutes of meetings and/or strategic partners confirmation letter and/or
event reports and/or mission reports and/or non-disclosure agreements signed by companies

Assumptions

· Budget allocation for International site visits,
· Business to business interactions, agreements signed by businesses, compliance to international regulations
including setting up of business in that region/country.
· Procurement by retailers/ agents and governments. Sourcing by buyers and demand for products/services by
direct markets.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

25 Companies expanding operations

Indicator Responsibility

TIRE Group Executive
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9.2. EPMO

Indicator Title

% of the Constitution Hill Visitors Centre Project completed.

Definition

The Constitution Hill Building Visitors Centre will enhance Tourism attraction in the Province. The new Visitors
Centre will give a clear sense of where and how visitors will navigate their way around. Furthermore, the
new visitors Centre will create an impressive new welcoming point that will help to ensure the success of
constitution hill as a visitor experience. Visitors will be informed about what to see and do and how to find it.
All visitors to the site wishing to go on one of the guided tours or to enter the various heritage buildings will
purchase tickets at the new visitors Centre

Source of data

Official construction programme
EPMO Monthly reporting, project progress plans, financial reports, electronic shared folder.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative
Percentage of work completed against the project plan

Means of verification

Monthly PRT reports

Assumptions

Budget availability, land availability, timeous municipal approvals, no Force Majeure events, political stability, no
interruptions by local business forums, etc. (ideal situation and enabling environment).

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

Central Corridor: Consolidate Johannesburg’s position as the Africa’s
financial and technological nerve centre and hub of innovation,
research and development.

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

70% construction complete and above

Indicator Responsibility

GE: EPMO

Indicator Title

% the TIH Bio-Science Park Phase 3 Project completed

Definition

The project entails the development of Laboratories for Tenants fitting a specific profile in line with the TIH
strategy.

Source of data

Monthly reporting, project progress plans, financial reports, EPMO electronic shared folder.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Qualitative Reporting.

Means of verification

Portfolio of evidence in the form of monthly progress reports, physical site inspection, financial reports,
completion certificates and project close out report.

Assumptions

Budget availability, land availability, no Force Majeure events, political stability, no interruptions by local
business forums, etc. (ideal situation and enabling environment).

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

Through the development of the Biopark building, new innovative companies in the bio sciences field can
establish themselves in this building thus stimulating the local economy in the province and stimulating growth.

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

100% construction completion

Indicator Responsibility

GE EPMO
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Indicator Title

Number of Industrial Hubs rehabilitated

Definition

Audit, Conditional Assessments, Cost Estimates for Remedial Works, Restorative Repairs, Refurbishment and
Rehabilitation of the Identified eight (8) Gauteng Existing Industrial Hubs.

Source of data

Audit Report, Conditional Assessments Report, Cost Estimates for Remedial Works Report, Contractors
Appointments Letters, Monthly project reporting, Financial reports, EPMO electronic shared folder, etc.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Qualitative Reporting.

Means of verification

Portfolio of evidence in the form Audit Report, Conditional Assessments Report, Cost Estimates for Remedial
Works Report, Number of Industrial Hubs Repaired, Refurbished & Rehabilitated, Contractors Appointment
Letters, monthly progress reports, physical site inspections, financial reports, and Completion Certificates.

Assumptions

Cost Estimates, Budget availability, Contractors Appointments, Accessibility to the Existing Hubs, no Force
Majeure events, political stability, etc. (ideal situation and enabling environment).

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = TBC
Target for youth = TBC
Target for people with disabilities = TBC

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

Restoration and Rehabilitation of Gauteng Existing Industrial Parks to make them attractive to potential Tenants
who potentially will increase Revenue Generation and enhance Job Creation

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Eight (8) Identified Gauteng Existing Industrial Hubs Rehabilitated

Indicator Responsibility

GE EPMO

Indicator Title

Number of job opportunities created through EPWP (Infrastructure Sector)

Definition

National department of Public Works defines every Infrastructure Project an EPWP Project. For every R1million
spent in an Infrastructure Project, there must be at least eight (8) unskilled Job Creation/ EPWP Beneficiation
within the Project implementation Locality

Source of data

Main Contractors Project Award Letters, Project Site Handover Certificate, Formal Appointment Letters
for Unskilled Labors residing within the locality of Project Implementation site, Short Term Training by the
Appointed Contractors for the unskilled Laborer’s Training, etc.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Qualitative Reporting.

Means of verification

Project Site Handover Certificate/s, Formal Appointment Letters for Unskilled Labors residing within the locality
of Project Implementation site, Short Term Training Certificates for unskilled Laborer’s Training.

Assumptions

Infrastructure Projects of high Rand Value Awarded, land availability, no Force Majeure events, political stability,
no interruptions by local business forums, etc. (ideal situation and enabling environment).

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = SCM Function
Target for youth = SCM Function
Target for people with disabilities = SCM Function

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

Execution of Infrastructure Projects should yield a sizable number of unskilled Labors Temporary Job Creation
within the respective localities of project execution

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

500 EPWP Beneficiation through implementation of all Infrastructure Projects set for 2021/22

Indicator Responsibility

GE EPMO
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Indicator Title

Number of Local Contractors benefited from Sub-contracting

Definition

For every Infrastructure Project of more than R30 million value,30% of the total project value must be subcontracted to the local contractors within the local vicinity where the project implementation is taking place.

Source of data

Main Contractors Project Award Letters, Project Site Handover Certificate and Local Sub-Contractors
Appointment Letters, Local Sub-Contractors Minor Contracts with the Main Contractors

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Qualitative Reporting.

Means of verification

Portfolio of evidence through Main Contractors Project Award Letters, Project Site Handover Certificate and
Local Sub-Contractors Appointment Letters, Local Sub-Contractors Minor Contracts with the Main Contractors

Assumptions

More than R30 million value Projects Awarded, land availability, no Force Majeure events, political stability, no
interruptions by local business forums, etc. (ideal situation and enabling environment).

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = SCM Function
Target for youth = SCM Function
Target for people with disabilities = SCM Function

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

Implementation of the Local Economic Empowerment principle during each Infrastructure project
implementation will make a huge impact in terms of local procurement beneficiation

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

60 Local/Domestic Contractors benefiting from Sub-contracting within respective localities of Infrastructure
Projects Implementation for all the Awarded Projects

Indicator Responsibility

GE EPMO

9.3. MBI
Indicator Title

Number of Action Labs hosted focused on high growth sectors
The Action Labs are an initiative that brings together, in a series of meetings, private sector and public sector.
By convening & clustering investors across strategic sectors the GGDA will address the following:
· Resolve bureaucratic red tape and remove all the constraints that hinder the growth potential across the ten
high growth sectors.
· Fast-trackAing regulatory bottlenecks in targeted sectors.
· Drive the lobbying agenda and regulatory reform.
· Unlock co-investment towards district development targets across the 5 corridors.

Definition

Source of data

Portfolio of evidence includes documentation in the MBI Research Folder detailing, methodology, data and
engagement towards the delivery of each Action Lab

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple Count

Means of verification

Action Labs close report and attendance register

Assumptions

Achievement of target depends on data availability and data collection tools cooperation from stakeholders

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

All the 5 corridors of the GCR

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

10 Action Labs held

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive MBI
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9.4. SEZ

Indicator Title

Number of multi-tier SEZ Framework developed
Research document that details a framework for the efficient roll out of the multi-tier SEZ. The Framework
should, among other key elements, contain the following but not limited to the areas below:

Definition

·
·
·
·
·
·

Benchmarking the Multi-tier SEZ concept
Alignment of Gauteng Multi-Tier SEZ to policy Imperatives of 3 spheres of Gvt
Enabling and Binding Conditions to a Successful Multi-tier SEZ
Symbiotic and functional Linkages across SEZ in the GCR
Identify opportunities for private sector participation, including the SMME integration
The approach on identification and development of additional Special Economic Zones in the Gauteng CityRegion
· Institutional arrangements for coherent implementation and, Monitoring and Evaluation of the Gauteng
Multi-Tier SEZ

Source of data

Portfolio of evidence documenting processes, methodology, data, and engagement towards the delivery of the
Gauteng multi- tier SEZ framework

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count

Means of verification

Approved by GGDA EXCO

Assumptions

Achievement of target depends on data availability and data collection tools cooperation from stakeholders

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

All the 5 corridors of the GCR

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

1 Gauteng multi-tier SEZ Framework

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive MBI

Indicator Title

Number of comprehensive Vaal Regional Special Economic Zone Master Plan approved.
GGT 2030 puts Special Economic Zone at the centre of industrialisation, spatial structuring, job creation,
competitiveness s and overall economic development. GGT 2030 further points that the Vaal SEZ must be
operationalised by 2025. The Vaal region historically is the manufacturing zone of the country especially of steel
fabrication and related products, however over years has decline resulting in the region being characterised by
51% unemployment rate. It within this context that the decision to revitalise the manufacturing through SEZ is
framed.

Definition

The first step towards the development of the SEZ is to compile an approvable master plan to attain
gazetted designation status. The MASTER PLAN will address the unique challenges and opportunities facing
infrastructure development requirements in line with accelerated economic, industrial, spatial, social, ecological
transformation and transport integration. The MASTER PLAN will guide the development of the SEZ to ensure:
a)
Collaborative planning and development.
b)
Clear policy direction to government, stakeholders, and investors.
c)
Long-term sustainability through efficient use of resources.
d)
Identification and support of new technologies, delivery models, and financing alternatives.
e)
Strategic prioritisation of critical infrastructure investments and developments
f)
Designation of strategic areas as Special Economic Zones
g)
Designation of Urban Development Zones
h)
An effective Implementation Plan for identified and viable projects in manufacturing, tourism, and agroprocessing.
i)
Context of infrastructure investment is supported through a sound Capital Investment Framework.
The expected comprehensive master plan will comprise of the following detailed plan with framed
implementation logic
a)
Section a: SEZ feasibility study and business case
b)
Section b: architectural designs, land use management and infrastructure plan
c)
Section c: financial analysis, funding modelling and public private partnership plan
d)
Section d: investment project origination, attraction, promotion, and facilitation plan
e)
Section e: stakeholder management and community empowerment plan
f)
Section f: marketing, communication, and branding management plan
g)
Section g: risk management plan
h)
Section h: project management and transactional advisory plan
i)
Section i: completed and compliant sez designation application plan
The comprehensive master will be approved by the Board for subsequent approval by the National SEZ Board for
designation purposes. The development of the master planning process will be done through extensive research,
strategic consultation, benchmarking, and desktop research.
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Source of data

Vaal SEZ Master Plan Repository and library.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

1 Comprehensive Vaal SEZ Master l

Means of verification

Anyone or a combination of the following: approved terms of references, appointment letter and SLA of
consultants, approved work plan by Project Director, Minutes of Project Steering Committee, Exco Decisions
(minutes), Board Decisions(minutes), stakeholder engagements minutes.

Assumptions

·
·
·
·
·
·

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

Identification of new industrial zones and parks, city development zones, new residential developments. Spatially
located bulk infrastructure to catalyse the developments.

Calculation Type

Rand Value

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Approved regional economic Special Economic Zone Master Plan

Indicator Responsibility

Vaal SEZ Programme Director

Indicator Title

Stakeholder Management Plan for the High-Tech SEZ approved

Definition

The Project entails approving stakeholder management plan for High-Tech and Science SEZ located near
Bronkhorspruit. This SEZ will specifically look at high-tech industries and science based industries.

Source of data

Technical Feasibility Studies Report, Approved bankable Business Case, Monthly reporting, project progress
plans, financial reports, budget confirmation letter and project sign-off,

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Qualitative Reporting.

Means of verification

Portfolio of evidence in the form of Technical Feasibility Studies Report, Approved Business Case, Monthly
reporting, project progress plans, financial reports, budget confirmation letter and project sign-off, Approved
Project Governance Structure and Approved Stakeholder Management Plan

Assumptions

Bankable and positive outcomes of the business case and feasibility studies, budget availability, no Force
Majeure events, political stability, removal of any land restrictions, treasury approval of budget, tenant’s uptake,
land availability, other stakeholders buy-in,etc.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

The entire area surrounding Ekandustria and Bronkhorstspruit will be transformed with the new High Tech SEZ
in its locality. The economic benefits will develop the current areas and uplift the surrounding communities.

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Budget Confirmation, Approved Stakeholder Management Plan

Indicator Responsibility

High-Tech and Science SEZ Programme Director

Intergovernmental participation, ownership, and consultations
Private sector will be on-boarded
Shareholder ownership
Consensus on potential conflicts
Approved Memorandum of Incorporation
Fully capacitated Programme Management Unit.
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Indicator Title

Project Governance Structure Approved for the High-Tech and Science SEZ

Definition

The Project entails approving governance structures for High-Tech and Science SEZ located near
Bronkhorspruit. This SEZ will specifically look at high-tech industries and science based industries.

Source of data

Technical Feasibility Studies Report, Approved bankable Business Case, Monthly reporting, project progress
plans, financial reports, budget confirmation letter and project sign-off,

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Qualitative Reporting.

Means of verification

Portfolio of evidence in the form of Technical Feasibility Studies Report, Approved Business Case, Monthly
reporting, project progress plans, financial reports, budget confirmation letter and project sign-off, Approved
Project Governance Structure and Approved Stakeholder Management Plan

Assumptions

Bankable and positive outcomes of the business case and feasibility studies, budget availability, no Force
Majeure events, political stability, removal of any land restrictions, treasury approval of budget, tenant’s uptake,
land availability, other stakeholders buy-in,etc.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

The entire area surrounding Ekandustria and Bronkhorstspruit will be transformed with the new High Tech SEZ
in its locality. The economic benefits will develop the current areas and uplift the surrounding communities.

Calculation Type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Budget Confirmation, Approved Project Governance Structures

Indicator Responsibility

High-Tech and Science SEZ Programme Director

Indicator Title

West Rand SEZ investor attraction strategy implemented

Definition

The development and implementation of an investor attraction strategy for the West Rand SEZ to attract
investors to the SEZ

Source of data

Minutes of meeting with service providers, progress reports terms of reference, Macro Business Intelligence
Reports, GDED-NWU revised Gauteng Trade Investment Strategy, Benchmarking studies, GDED, West District
Municipality, dtic, Service Providers

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple Count

Means of verification

Anyone or a combination of the following:
Investor attraction strategy and/or email correspondence and/or minutes of meetings and/or appointment of
service providers

Assumptions

Programme owners to ensure the following
· Development of the West Rand SEZ business case
· Input in the development of the Terms of Reference
· Appointment of a Service Provider to craft the West Rand SEZ investment attraction strategy
· Budget allocation

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

1 Investor Attraction Strategy implemented

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE
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Indicator Title

Tshwane Automotive SEZ investor attraction strategy implemented

Definition

The development and implementation of an investor attraction strategy for the Tshwane SEZ to attract investors
to the SEZ

Source of data

Minutes of meeting with service providers, progress reports terms of reference, Macro Business Intelligence
Reports, GDED-NWU revised Gauteng Trade Investment Strategy, Benchmarking studies, dtic, City of Tshwane,
GDED

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple Count

Means of verification

Anyone or a combination of the following:
Investor attraction strategy and/or email correspondence and/or minutes of meetings and/or appointment of
service providers, implementation strategy

Assumptions

Programme owners to ensure the following
· Access to TASEZ business case
· Input in the development of the Terms of Reference
· Appointment of a Service Provider to craft the SEZ investment attraction strategy
· Budget allocation

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women = N/A
Target for youth = N/A
Target for people with disabilities = N/A

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

N/A

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

1 Investor Attraction Strategy implemented

Indicator Responsibility

Group Executive TIRE

9.5. AIDC

Indicator Title

Number of unemployed people trained

Definition

Training of unemployed people to acquire technical and non-technical automotive skills in technical training for
better chance of employability

Source of data

Attendance registers

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - number of people trained

Means of verification

The portfolio of evidence required to verify the validity of data and attendance register

Assumptions

Factors that are accepted as true and certain to happen without proof

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Target for women = 350
Target for youth = 1000
Target for people with disabilities = 5

Spatial transformation [where applicable]

All corridors

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Trained the unemployment people for employability

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Skills Development and Training
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Indicator Title

Number of Trade assessments for the unemployed people

Definition

Number of unemployed candidates prepared for assessment at the AIDC TTC, currently accredited with 8
automotive trades for better opportunity of employability in the Auto sector with the target of assessing 70
unemployed candidates.

Source of data

Registration Form

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative - Simple count

Means of verification

Assessment report and daily attendance registers

Assumptions

Continuous attendance by candidates

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for 70 youth (10 female) Zero people with disabilities

Spatial transformation

All Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

70 unemployed candidates assessed at the trade test center

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Skills Development and Training

Indicator Title

Number of unemployed individuals placed in employment

Definition

Placement of unemployed youth to the OEM’s, manufacturing companies and AIDC programs as follow
Incubation programs = 100 placement
Townships hubs = 75 placement
SD&T = 75 placement
SEDD = 50 placement
Total = 300 placement

Source of data

Employment contract, placement letter

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - number of people placement into jobs

Means of verification

The portfolio of evidence required to verify the validity of data (Employee contract)

Assumptions

Factors that are accepted as true and certain to happen without proof

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Target for women = 80 Target for youth = 300 Target for people with disabilities = 0

Spatial transformation

All corridors

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Placement of the unemployment youth to the OEM, manufacturing companies and AIDC programmes

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Skills Development and Training

Indicator Title

Rand value of Private investment facilitated through the construction of road K217

Definition

Facilitation of 1.2 billion private investment towards the construction of the road K217 and creating 5000 jobs
over the period of 3 years

Source of data

Road K217 Project Initiation Report (PIR)

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Rand value spent towards the road K217 development

Means of verification

The partner’s expenditure sheets toward completion of the TAC road K217 including all preparatory plans done.

Assumptions

Contract signed both parties, funding commitment/availability, Easing of pandemic level restrictions and COVID
19 vaccine rollout throughout the country.
The Dtic developer funding approved for the developers.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Not Applicable for the KPI

Spatial transformation

Northern Corridor

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased infrastructure development - Increase FDI by at least R174 mil by end 21/22 financial year within the
corridor towards the R50 billion target set by the TAC Masterplan

Indicator Responsibility

Special Programme - Project Manager
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Indicator Title

Rand value of Private investment facilitated through the construction of road K217

Definition

Facilitation of 1.2 billion private investment towards the construction of the road K217 and creating 5000 jobs
over the period of 3 years

Source of data

Road K217 Project Initiation Report (PIR)

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Rand value spent towards the road K217 development

Means of verification

The partner’s expenditure sheets toward completion of the TAC road K217 including all preparatory plans done.

Assumptions

Contract signed both parties, funding commitment/availability, Easing of pandemic level restrictions and COVID
19 vaccine rollout throughout the country.
The Dtic developer funding approved for the developers.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Not Applicable for the KPI

Spatial transformation

Northern Corridor

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased infrastructure development - Increase FDI by at least R174 mil by end 21/22 financial year within the
corridor towards the R50 billion target set by the TAC Masterplan

Indicator Responsibility

Special Programme - Project Manager

Indicator Title

Rand value of Private investment facilitated through the development of TAC Retail Hub

Definition

Facilitation of 5.5 billion private investment towards the construction of the retail hub in-line with the TAC
Master plan and creating 6000 new jobs for the period of 3 years

Source of data

TAC and Retail hub masterplan

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - The percentage of progress toward site development plan (SDP)

Means of verification

The partner’s expenditure sheets and Signed and approved application through the CoT

Assumptions

Revised bank funding for the development approval and COVID 19 vaccine rollout before July.

Disaggregation of

Not Applicable for the KPI

Spatial transformation

Northern Corridor

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Secure private investment of R3 million Infrastructure development and All application approved by CoT
Planning to commence construction

Indicator Responsibility

SPD Department Project Manager

Indicator Title

Rand value of private investment facilitated through the development of Inland Port

Definition

Facilitation of private investment towards the establishment of the TAC Inland Port with intervention, creating
1000 jobs and unlocking 4 billion investment over the period of 3 years

Source of data

TAC Inland Port feasibility study and precinct plan.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Percentage completion in line with project plan

Means of verification

The partner’s expenditure sheets and signed contracts with companies and financial agreements

Assumptions

Physical contract signed by lead investor and Transnet operating license issue.

Disaggregation of

N/A

Spatial transformation

Non-Cumulative

Calculation Type

Quarterly

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

Secure private investment of R300 000 and Complete precinct & business case and appoint TAC Inland Port lead
developer

Indicator Responsibility

Special Programme - Project Manager
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Indicator Title

Number of SMMEs in Gauteng that participates in the automotive component manufacturing efficiency
improvement programme
Auto sector efficiency improvement programmes focusing on quality, cost, delivery of the companies active in
the automotive value chain.

Definition
Company intervention programs takes a minimum of 3 months to the maximum of 1 year and after successfully
completing the program. The intervention aims to improve efficiency of these SMMEs with will allow them to
increase revenue and production as well as retain and expand employment.
Source of data

Contracts / SLAs/ MoUs/ proposals signed by companies

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count – each contracted company

Means of verification

Signed contracts with companies

Assumptions

Physical contract signed by both parties

Disaggregation of

N/A

Spatial transformation

All Corridor

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Enhanced productivity of Auto sector companies participating in the programme

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Supply Enterprise Development Department

Indicator Title

Average % of productivity improvement in companies intervened with the efﬁciency improvement programme
The efficiency programme aims to increase the productivity level within the SMMEs where the interventions are
being made, a benchmark % of productivity is calculated at the start of the programme. AIDC then intervenes
though design, programing and other operational process to improve on the current system.
At the end of the programme the productivity level is measured again to ascertain the level if improvement.
This intervention assists companies to save financially, produce more units during the set period, improve
production volume, job security, and increase income

Definition

The international improvement efficiency % benchmark is @ 10% for manufacturing companies and the AIDC
has targeted to improve the efficiency of companies intervening in the programme by 25%.
Source of data

Efficiency reports
Mathematical:

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Actual performance of operation/item before intervention = ‘a’
Performance after intervention = ‘b’
Improvement= i %
i = (a-b)/a*100 %

Means of verification

this should indicate the assessment/benchmarking reports done with the companies as well as the spreadsheet
utilized to calculate the improvement productivity

Assumptions

Calculation efficiency report

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

N/A

Spatial transformation

All Corridors

Calculation Type

Year end: cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

An average of 25% efficiency is achieved across all companies

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Supply Enterprise Development Department
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Indicator Title

Number of businesses incubated at the Incubators at Ford and Nissan

Definition

Number of businesses that are operating within the incubators with the aim to facilitate transformation in the
auto sector. For the current financial period 13 incubatees will be operational, maintaining 300 jobs and creating
additional 100 jobs

Source of data

Contracts

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Number of Incubatees within the Ford and Nissan incubators

Means of verification

SMME signed Contracts

Assumptions

Physical verification of incubatees at Ford and Nissan

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women – 1
Target for youth - 2
Target for people with disabilities – 0

Spatial transformation

N/A

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Increased participation on Black people in the auto industry value chain

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Incubation Programmes

Indicator Title

Number of businesses graduated out of the incubators at Ford and Nissan

Definition

The incubators programme aims to facilitate transformation in the auto sector by graduating incubatee
companies with the period of 5 to 7 years out into external business opportunities to be self-sustainable and
create more jobs in the auto sector.

Source of data

Purchase Orders secured for the new/graduating opportunity

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Number of Incubatees graduated out of the incubators

Means of verification

The portfolio of evidence (Contract) and graduation certificate

Assumptions

Physical verification of incubatee graduations

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

Target for women – 0
Target for youth - 0
Target for people with disabilities – 0

Spatial transformation

Northern Corridor

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

Increased participation on Black people in the auto industry value chain

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Incubation Programmes

Indicator Title

Rand value generated by SMME’s operating within the AIDC Incubation Programme

Definition

Tracking economic value of SMEs operating from the incubation programme at Ford and Nissan

Source of data

SMMEs Turnover report, SMME’s Financials

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative - Simple count - Turnover amount generated by SMMEs at the Incubation Centre

Means of verification

Turnover Statements for SMMEs,

Assumptions

SMMEs Financials

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Not applicable for the KPI

Spatial transformation

Northern Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased turnover and economic transformation for participating SMMEs in the auto sector

Indicator Responsibility

Manager Incubation Programmes
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Indicator Title

Number of new township automotive hubs Operationalised

Definition

The number of new township Hubs refurbished or built, equipped and operationalized by the AIDC in partnership
with GEP, OPP, IGR, Township bill and District Development Model to support the township informal sector.
This will ensure creation of new automotive aftermarket downstream SMEs and support existing SMEs in the
township through mentorship and access industry accredited hub facilities. 2021/22 financial period Chamdor
hub in Mogale will be operational and the location of the 10 additional hubs in the alter years will be determined
by the feasibility study to be conducted by BDD department

Source of data

Certificate of Occupation, Agreement from municipalities and MOu, transfer of building 0r building certificate

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Count number of Hubs operationalized

Means of verification

Certificate of occupation, launch of hub

Assumptions

Launch of Hub

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

N/A

Spatial transformation

Township transformation

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

1 Hub at chamdor in Mogale city

Indicator Responsibility

Ms. M Mayevu (Manager: Township Automotive Hubs)

Indicator Title

Rand value generated by SMME’s operating within the AIDC Winterveldt Hub

Definition

Tracking economic value of SMEs operating from the township hub in Winterveld.

Source of data

SMMEs Turnover

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Turnover amount generated by SMMEs at the Winterveld HUB

Means of verification

Turnover Statements for SMMEs, Job Cards, invoices

Assumptions

SMMEs Financials

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Not applicable for the KPI

Spatial transformation

All Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased turnover for participating township based SMMEs

Indicator Responsibility

Ms. M Mayevu (Manager: Township Automotive Hubs)

Indicator Title

Rand value of fleet management on City of Tshwane (CoT) contract set aside for Historically disadvantaged SME’s

Definition

Monetary value of fleet management contract set aside to support to SMMEs in the Tshwane Regions. The
transformation will ensure equitable share to previously excluded groups and ensure participation of women
and youth. the SMEs for the 3-year contract duration with the city of Tshwane to be self-sustainable

Source of data

Invoices an receipts

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count - Rand value of fleet management on the City of Tshwane contract or work allocated to Historically
disadvantaged SMEs in the CoT Contract

Means of verification

Invoices and receipts

Assumptions

SMEs in the Tshwane Metro competent with industry accredited stand-alone workshops

Disaggregation of beneficiaries [where applicable]

N/A

Spatial transformation

Northern Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly,

Desired performance

Facilitate 10mil to the SMME’s on City of Tshwane Fleet management project

Indicator Responsibility

Ms. M Mayevu (Manager: Township Automotive Hubs)
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Indicator Title

Number of SMME’s benefiting through the City of Tshwane fleet management contract.

Definition

Number count of the SME beneficiaries of the fleet management contract set aside to support to SMMEs in the
Tshwane Regions. The transformation will ensure equitable share to previously excluded groups and ensure
participation of women and youth. the SMEs for the 3-year contract duration with the city of Tshwane to be selfsustainable

Source of data

Simple Count number of SMMEs,

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Count number of SMMEs contracted through CoT Fleet Management

Means of verification

Contracts with the AIDC

Assumptions

SMEs in the Tshwane Metro competent with industry accredited stand-alone workshops

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

GEYODI, Women: 3, Youth: 3, Differently abled: 1

Spatial transformation

All Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year- End)

Reporting Cycle

Annually,

Desired performance

10 SMMEs annually ensuring transformation of the sector

Indicator Responsibility

Ms. M Mayevu (Manager: Township Automotive Hubs)

Indicator Title

Number of Open Innovation projects by SMMEs contracted to government

Definition

The Open Innovation Exchange (OpenIX) is an Open Innovation Exchange that delivers tangible solutions to
real challenges posted by solution seekers in government and the private sector with new opportunities to
commercialise their innovations. This indicator will measure the number of OpenIX projects contracted to Startups/SMMEs to address government challenges.

Source of data

Memo for the Project signed by the TIH CFO and the CEO

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all signed contracts)

Means of verification

Signed Project Contracts

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

8 Open Innovation projects by Start-ups / SMMEs contracted to government

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Smart Industries

Indicator Title

Number of Open Innovation projects by SMMEs contracted to Industry

Definition

The Open Innovation Exchange (OpenIX) is an Open Innovation Exchange that delivers tangible solutions to
real challenges posted by solution seekers in government and the private sector with new opportunities to
commercialise their innovations. This indicator measures the number of innovation projects contracted to Startups/SMMEs to address industry challenges.

Source of data

Signed Project Contracts

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all signed contracts)

Means of verification

Signed project contracts

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

3 Open Innovation projects by Start-ups / SMMEs contracted to industry

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Smart Industries
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Indicator Title

Number of product ready Innovations taken to the market

Definition

TIH’s Incubation Programmes (Maxum Incubator, CICSA Incubator, BioPark Incubator, and the eKasiLabs
Incubator) focus on providing support to SMME’s with innovations to enable them to develop sustainable
businesses. The indicator measures the number of start-ups in TIH’s Incubation Programme whose innovations
have been taken to the market and are generating sales.

Source of data

Programme Reports/Sale agreements/Proof of Sale/Invoices

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all innovations commercialised)

Means of verification

Sale agreements/proof of sale/invoices

Assumptions

The market wants the products or services of the entrepreneurs

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

52 innovations by incubated SMME’s taken to market

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Bio-Park, GM: eKasiLabs, GM: Smart Industries, GM: CIC

Indicator Title

Number of product ready innovations exported by incubated companies

Definition

TIH’s Incubation Programmes (Maxum Incubator, CICSA Incubator, BioPark Incubator, and the eKasiLabs
Incubator) focus on providing support to SMME’s with innovations to enable them to develop sustainable
businesses. This indicator measures the innovations from companies incubated at TIH sold in the export market.

Source of data

Programme Reports/Sale agreements/Proof of Sale/Invoices

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all innovations exported)

Means of verification

Proof of sales to clients outside the country/sales or contract agreements from clients/Invoices

Assumptions

The product and/or services meet the set standards of the destination country

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

6 innovations by incubated SMME’s exported

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Bio-Park, GM: eKasiLabs, GM: Smart Industries , GM: CIC

Indicator Title

Number of companies with sustainable businesses graduating from incubation

Definition

TIH’s Incubation Programmes (Maxum Incubator, CICSA Incubator, BioPark Incubator, and the eKasiLabs
Incubator) focus on providing support to SMME’s with innovations to enable them to develop sustainable
businesses. This indicator measures the companies that have graduated out of the incubation programmes.

Source of data

Incubation Performance Reports

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all companies that have qualified for graduation)

Means of verification

Signed graduation letter to the company

Assumptions

The company has been profitable for six months

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annually

Desired performance

16 incubated SMME’s graduating from incubation

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Bio-Park, GM: eKasiLabs, GM: Smart Industries, GM: CIC
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Indicator Title

Number of new companies recruited at eKasiLabs

Definition

The eKasiLabs Programme is one of four incubation programmes offered by TIH to SMME’s within the Gauteng
Province. The Programme provides business development support to start-ups in the various townships in
Gauteng. This indicator measures the number of township-based companies incubated or provided with
incubation services at the eKasiLabs sites.

Source of data

An eKasiLabs incubation contact / agreement signed eKasiLabs GM and the company incubated.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all companies that have been recruited into the programme)

Means of verification

Signed Incubation contracts

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

80 new SMME’s recruited into the eKasiLabs Programme

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Indicator Title

Number of manufacturing facilities established for low – medium volumes

Definition

The indicator measures the number of low-medium volumes manufacturing facility established

Source of data

Completed facility

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all companies that are using the facility)

Means of verification

Signed-off project report

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: N/A
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: Tshwane Municipality

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

1 manufacturing site established

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Indicator Title

Number of previously disadvantaged companies recruited into TIH’s incubation programme

Definition

This indicator measures the number of black-owned companies recruited into TIH’s eKasiLabs incubation
programme.

Source of data

A signed database of new companies recruited.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative

Means of verification

TIH’s incubation agreement signed by all parties involved.

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

·
·
·
·

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

64 new black owned companies recruited into incubation

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Target for Women: N/A
Target for Youth: N/A
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A
Target for Race: 64 black
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Indicator Title

Number of previously disadvantages companies exporting innovations

Definition

This indicator measures the number of black-owned companies in TIH’s incubation programme that are
exporting their innovations.

Source of data

Programme Reports/Sales Report/Sale agreements/proof of sale/invoices

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative

Means of verification

A report signed by incubator which includes either of the following:
· proof of sales to clients outside the country.
· sales or contract agreements from clients; and
· Invoices.

Assumptions

The product and/or services meet the set standards of the destination country

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

·
·
·
·

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

3 previously disadvantaged SMME’s exporting their innovations

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Indicator Title

Number of previously disadvantages companies benefitting from the TIH Startup Support Programme (SSP)

Definition

This indicator measures the number of black-owned companies that received funding from the SSP

Source of data

TIH SSP funding agreement

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative

Means of verification

SSP funding agreement signed by TIH CEO/GM and the funded entrepreneur.

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

·
·
·
·

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

8 SMME’s benefiting from SSP

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Indicator Title

Number of jobs created

Definition

This indicator measures the number of jobs that are created through TIH’s incubated companies and other
programmes.

Source of data

TIH Jobs Report

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative

Means of verification

TIH Jobs Report

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

·
·
·
·

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

239 jobs created

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Bio-Park, GM: eKasiLabs, GM: Smart Industries, GM: CIC

Target for Women: N/A
Target for Youth: N/A
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A
Target for Race: 3 black companies

Target for Women: N/A
Target for Youth: N/A
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A
Target for Race: 8 black companies

Target for Women: N/A
Target for Youth: N/A
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A
Target for Race: N/A
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Indicator Title

Number of youths owned companies recruited

Definition

This indicator measures the number of new youth-owned that are recruited into TIH’s eKasiLabs Programme.

Source of data

A signed database of new companies recruited

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative

Means of verification

TIH’s incubation agreement signed by all parties involved.

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

·
·
·
·

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

48

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Indicator Title

Number of women-owned companies recruited

Definition

This indicator measures the number of new women-owned companies recruited into TIH’s eKasiLabs incubation
programmes

Source of data

TIH’s incubation agreement signed by all parties involved

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative

Means of verification

TIH’s incubation agreement signed by all parties involved.

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

·
·
·
·

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: All GCR Corridors

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

40

Indicator Responsibility

GM: eKasiLabs

Indicator Title

Number of youths trained in ICT skills in collaboration with Tshepo 1 Million

Definition

This indicator measures the number of youths trained in ICT skills, Internships, mobile repairs, and Coding.

Source of data

Contracts between TIHMC / Code Tribe Academy and the intern

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative (The sum of all contracts signed)

Means of verification

TIHMC / Code Tribe Academy contract signed by TIHMC CEO and the intern

Assumptions

None

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

· Target for Women: N/A
· Target for Youth: Youth under 35 years
· Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial transformation

· Reflection on contribution to spatial transformation priorities: N/A
· Reflection on the spatial impact area: N/A

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

250 youths trained

Indicator Responsibility

GM: Partnerships, Skills, and Human Resource

Target for Women: N/A
Target for Youth: 48 youth
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A
Target for Race: N/A

Target for Women: 40 women-owned companies
Target for Youth: N/A
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A
Target for Race: N/A
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9.7. GIDZ

Indicator Title

% of ORTIA SEZ Southern Precinct top structure construction completed

Definition

Measures the number of ORTIA SEZ Southern Precinct construction buildings (top structures) completed during
the financial year versus the comprehensive construction plan of the Southern Precinct.

Source of data

Construction Progress Report

Method of Calculation

Project Chart (Phases of construction completed against the project plan per financial year)

Means of verification

SLA, Contractor Performance Report, Project Chart and Construction Progress pictures

Assumptions

Contractor Performance, No Community Protests, Timely Plan Approvals; No delays by stakeholders.
That the construction industry will operate normally (without disruptions) for the financial year under review.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Youth, Women, and People with Disability

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year-to-Date)

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

70% Completion of the Southern Precinct Top Structure by 31 March 2022.

Indicator Responsibility

Senior Programme Manager: Infrastructure Development (GIDZ)

Indicator Title

Infrastructure projects implemented to expand the ORTIA SEZ: Precinct 2

Definition

Measures the progress in the construction process (Final Bulk Infrastructure Designs for SEZ Precinct 2)
achieved during the financial year under review.

Source of data

Progress Report (Phases of construction completed against the project plan)

Method of Calculation

Simple count: Construction project phase completed (Bulk Infrastructure Designs for the financial year under
review)

Means of verification

SLA, Appointment Letter, Contractor Performance Report, Project Chart and Progress pictures (where
applicable)

Assumptions

Contractor Performance, No Community Protests, Timely Plan Approvals; No delays by stakeholders.
That the construction industry will operate normally (without disruptions) for the financial year under review.
That the project will be funded accordingly.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

N/A

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year-to-Date)

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Approved Bulk Designs for SEZ: Precinct 2 completed by 31 March 2022.

Indicator Responsibility

Senior Programme Manager: Infrastructure Development (GIDZ)
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Indicator Title

Infrastructure projects implemented to expand the SEZ: Springs Precinct

Definition

Measures the progress in the construction process (Final Bulk Infrastructure Designs for SEZ Precinct 2)
achieved during the financial year under review.

Source of data

Progress Report (Phases of construction completed against the project plan)

Method of Calculation

Simple count: Construction project completed (Bulk Infrastructure Designs for the financial year under review)

Means of verification

Appointment Letter, Contractor Performance Report, Project Chart and Project pictures (where applicable)

Assumptions

Contractor Performance, No Community Protests, Timely Plan Approvals; No delays by stakeholders.
That the construction industry will operate normally (without disruptions) for the financial year under review.
That the project will be funded accordingly.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

N/A

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year-to-Date)

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Approved Bulk Designs for SEZ: Springs completed by 31 March 2022.

Indicator Responsibility

Senior Programme Manager: Infrastructure Development (GIDZ)

Indicator Title

Stakeholder Management Plan for the Tambo Springs SEZ implemented
This indicator seeks to track and measure the development of an economic cluster which supports regional
competitiveness of the Gauteng city region and constitutes of the planning and execution of various components
and stages of work. These components/stages include: The development of a Stakeholder Management plan;
the compilation of a business case; and the development and implementation of an investor attraction strategy.
The Stakeholder Management Plan seeks to ensure that all role players are engaged towards the establishment
and development of an economic cluster and this includes relevant government entities; industry players and
leaders; academic institutions; various chambers; potential private sector funders; the relevant community
organisations; etc.

Definition

The Tambo Springs SEZ Stakeholder Management Plan therefore seeks to guide the process towards effective
engagements with key economic and social stakeholders and/or partners.
Source of data

Economic Cluster roll-out/development plan

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count – 1 Tambo Springs SEZ Stakeholder Management Plan implemented.

Means of verification

Stakeholder engagement reports; Signed HoAs/MoUs

Assumptions

GIDZ will engage with key stakeholders and/or potential partners towards the collective development of an
economic cluster through the Tambo Springs SEZ.

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable)

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Tambo Springs SEZ Stakeholder Management Plan implemented by 31 March 2022

Indicator Responsibility

Chief Investment Facilitator (GIDZ)
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Indicator Title

Number of precious minerals beneficiation cluster components operational
This indicator seeks to track and measure the establishment of a precious minerals beneficiation cluster
that comprises of the following components: regulatory agencies and supporting institutions, diamond
manufacturers, cutters and polishers, metal refinery, PGM beneficiators and jewellery manufacturers.

Definition

The precious mineral beneficiation cluster is focused on the value-add activities of precious minerals such
as Gold, Platinum and Diamonds. The cluster approach is intended to create a supportive environment for
mineral beneficiation; ensure quality and sufficient supply of raw materials; and create linkages between
different industry role players.

Source of data

Tenant database (excel spreadsheet)

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Quantitative - Simple count

Means of verification

Lease Agreements

Assumptions

Timely completion of the top structure
Full occupancy by tenants

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable)

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

Contribution to spatial transformation prioritiesEconomic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area (eastern corridor)

Calculation Type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Annual

Desired performance

Two cluster components operational by end of 31 March 2022

Indicator Responsibility

Chief Investment Facilitator: GIDZ

Indicator Title

Number of direct jobs created through infrastructure related projects.

Definition

Direct jobs created or realized as a result of Infrastructure development.

Source of data

Construction Project Employment Data from Contractor.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Simple count of jobs created within the construction of the Infrastructure project.

Means of verification

Construction Project Employment data from Contractor.

Assumptions

Contractor Performance, No Community Protests, Timely Plan Approvals; No delays by stakeholders.
That the construction industry will operate normally (without disruptions) for the financial year under review.
That the project will be funded accordingly.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Youth, Women, people with disability, SMMEs and co-operatives

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

200 direct jobs created through infrastructure related projects by end of 31 March 2022.

Indicator Responsibility

Senior Programme Manager: Infrastructure Development (GIDZ)
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Indicator Title

Number of SMMEs who benefit from ORTIA SEZ.

Definition

This indicator measures the number of SMMEs created in the Operations of the ORTIA SEZ and through the
Infrastructure development of the SEZ. In addition to these SMMEs, the GIDZ will, through the implementation
of its Enterprise Development strategy, forge partnerships with SMME development entities who provide
opportunities including training, business advisory and marketing (expo and exhibition), etc., to identified
SMMEs in various industries as targeted by the GIDZ. Therefore, the empowerment of SMMEs through the
implementation of the Enterprise Development Strategy is the basis for the achievement of this indicator.

Source of data

Reports on SMME with access to empowerment opportunities created in the various areas of SEZ Operations
and Infrastructure Development.

Means of verification

SMME data base (in partnership with GEP)

Assumptions

Availability of Enterprise Development opportunities and
adequate resources (financial and human) in the SEZ Operations and Infrastructure Development.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Youth and women

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year to Date)

Reporting Cycle

Bi-annually

Desired performance

30 SMMEs with access to economic opportunities by end of 31 March 2022.

Indicator Responsibility

Chief Investment Facilitator; Senior Programme Manager (GIDZ)

Indicator Title

Number of students participating in the construction mentorship programme

Definition

Students mentored during construction of the various SEZ precincts advance in their careers in the construction
industry.

Source of data

Mentorship Programme outline and periodic Progress reports.

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Each student is counted against the total target for the financial year under review.

Means of verification

Attendance Registers, Enrolment Contract, and periodic Progress Reports.

Assumptions

No Learner absconds or drops-out of the training and mentorship programme.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Youth, Women, and people with disability

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Economic Infrastructure Development
· Job Creation
· SMMEs Support
· Spatial impact in the Ekurhuleni metropolitan area

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Bi-annually

Desired performance

20 Students mentored in the construction phase of the various SEZ precincts by end of 31 March 2022.

Indicator Responsibility

Senior Programme Manager: Infrastructure Development (GIDZ)
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Indicator Title

Rand Value of domestic and foreign Investment secured for SEZ

Definition

This indicator measurers domestic and foreign Investment secured for investors/tenants location at ORTIA SEZ.

Source of data

Signed investment Reports

Method of Calculation / Assessment

Total Rand value of investment secured annually over the five-year period.

Means of verification

· Investment commitment Letters from investors

Assumptions

· Investor commitments actually resulting in real term investment.
· Infrastructure Development progressing at a rate which does not prejudice the operation plans of investors/
tenants.

Disaggregation of beneficiaries

Youth, Women, and People with Disability

Spatial transformation

Contribution to spatial transformation priorities
· Increase in Investment and Export
· SMMEs Support
Spatial impact area
· Ekurhuleni

Calculation Type

Cumulative (Year-to-Date)

Reporting Cycle

Annual progress against the five-year target (Annually over the 5 years)

Desired performance

Increased rate of successful investments secured, contributing to the total target of R650million by 31 March
2025.

Indicator Responsibility

Chief Investment Facilitator (GIDZ)

9.8. CONHILL

Indicator Title

% of Land Parcel E constructed

Definition

To monitor the progress on the construction of a Park on Land Parcel E; a multipurpose public open space/park
situated onsite.

Source of data

Progress Report (Phases of construction completed against the project plan)

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

Quantitative
Percentage of work completed against the project plan

Assumptions

·
·
·
·

Means of Verification

Certificate of Completion (Service Provider)
PRT Report

Effective Implementation of the Site Master Plan
Contractor Performance, No Community Protests, Timely Plan Approvals; No delays by stakeholders.
That the construction industry will operate normally (without disruptions) for the financial year under review.
That the project will be funded accordingly.

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) N/A
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

Spatial impact in the Johannesburg metropolitan area (Central Corridor)

Calculation type

Cumulative YTD

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired Performance

Achieve 100% implementation of the We the People Park construction plan

Indicator Responsibility

Facilities Manager
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Indicator Title

Number of leisure visitors to Constitution Hill

Definition

Measure number of people engaging with the site’s leisure offerings through tickets issued

Source of data

System generated report

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

Simple count of tickets issues to people coming through the museum

Means of verification

System generated report

Assumptions

Implementation of the Sales and Earned Revenue Strategy

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) NA
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Calculation Type

Non cumulative

Desired Performance

Achieve 100% implementation

Indicator Responsibility

Sales and Earned Revenue Manager

Indicator Title

Number of signature events hosted to drive visitation to the province

Definition

A series of events hosted (dialogues; music festival; poetry) hosted for a series of days consecutively on digital
forums and/or onsite. Drive socio economic impact to high growth sectors such as cultural and creative
services; tourism and hospitality; and facilitate access to markets for SMEs in the creative and tourism sectors.

Source of data

A system generated report for signature events hosted digitally / or a signed register of attendance

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

A simple count of signature events hosted at ConHill

Means of verification

Online analytics reports; or attendance register. In the case of online activities an electronic login register

Assumptions

Implementation of the Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Plan

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) NA
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Bi-Annually

Calculation Type

Non-cumulative

Desired Performance

Achieve 100% implementation

Indicator Responsibility

Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Manager

Indicator Title

Number of Meetings; Incentives; Conferences; Exhibitions and Events hosted at Constitution Hill

Definition

Measure number of meetings; incentives; conferences; exhibitions and events hosted at ConHill

Source of data

Sales and Earned Revenue report

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

Simple count of number of meetings; incentives; conferences; exhibitions and events hosted on site

Means of verification

System generated report

Assumptions

Implementation of the Sales and Earned Revenue Strategy

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) NA
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Calculation Type

Non cumulative

Desired Performance

Achieve 100% implementation

Indicator Responsibility

Sales and Earned Revenue Manager

Indicator Title

Number of tourism SME’s provided with market access through the IAMJOBURG Programme

Definition

Measure the number of Tourism SMEs who gain access to markets by participating in Constitution Hill
programmes. Facilitate SME participation in the tourism economy value chain by providing skills development;
enterprise and supplier development programmes.

Source of data

Project Reports

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

A simple count of SMEs with access to various market access opportunities through IAMJOBURG

Means of verification

ConHill Project Reports

Assumptions

Implementation of the IAMJOBURG strategy

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) N/A
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Calculation Type

Non Cumulative

Desired Performance

60 SMEs gaining access to markets through ConHill programmes

Indicator Responsibility

Marketing and Communications Manager
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Indicator Title

Number of tourism SME’s provided with business support through the IAMJOBURG Programme.

Definition

Programmes hosted by Constitution Hill for SMEs through digital channels and onsite. Facilitate SME
participation in the tourism economy value chain by providing skills development; enterprise and supplier
development programmes.

Source of data

A system generated report for digital engagements / signed registers

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

A simple count of SMEs with access to various Enterprise Development opportunities

Means of verification

Online analytics reports; or attendance register

Assumptions

Implementation of the IAMJOBURG strategy

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) Target for youth = 100% (30% women)
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Calculation Type

Non cumulative

Desired Performance

30 SMEs provided with support in the tourism sector

Indicator Responsibility

Marketing and Communications Manager

Indicator Title

Number of new tourism products of origin produced by Creative SMEs

Definition

Measure the number of new products and/or crafts created by the creatives from design to final product through
inspiring cultural production by facilitating the development of new products/crafts for the market; and facilitate
access to markets

Source of data

Register of new tourism products of origin and ConHill Report

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

A simple count of the number of new tourism products designed and produced

Means of verification

· ConHill Report on the new tourism products of origin
· Design process Report for the Programme

Assumptions

· Applications by SMEs to participate through online system
· Implementation of the Creatives Uprising Programme
· Additional funding allocated to the programme

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) Target for youth = 100% (30% women)
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Non Cumulative

Calculation Type

Quarterly

Desired Performance

100 new products designed and developed/crafted into products that are ready for the markets

Indicator Responsibility

Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Manager

Indicator Title

Number of Creatives benefitting from Creative Uprising Programmes

Definition

Measure number of creatives accessing programmes for participation at Constitution Hill through the Creative
uprising programme.Facilitate SME participation in both the creative economy value chain by providing skills
development; enterprise and supplier development programmes.

Source of data

A system generated report for attendance and/or attendance register

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

Simple count of Number of creatives attending and/or accessing the Creative Uprising Programmes

Means of verification

Online analytics reports; or attendance register.

Assumptions

Implementation of the Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Plan

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) N/A
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Calculation Type

Non cumulative

Desired Performance

2000 creatives participate in the creative uprising programmes

Indicator Responsibility

Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Manager
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Indicator Title

Number of Public Programmes hosted

Definition

Measure number of programmes hosted by Constitution Hill for the public digitally /physically. Ensuring that we
build a society in which racism, sexism, xenophobia, homophobia and any form of behaviour that demeans or
humiliates others is never tolerated

Source of data

A system generated report for showing engagements with programme hosted online / Signed register

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

Simple count of number of programmes hosted

Means of verification

System generated reports or attendance register.

Assumptions

Implementation of the Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Plan

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) N/A
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Calculation Type

Non cumulative

Desired Performance

Achieve 100% implementation

Indicator Responsibility

Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Manager

Indicator Title

Number of Human Rights Awareness Campaigns hosted

Definition

Number of awareness campaigns hosted onsite and digitally to promote constitutionalism, human rights and
democracy. Ensuring that we build a society in which racism, sexism, xenophobia, homophobia and any form of
behaviour that demeans or humiliates others is never tolerated

Source of data

A system generated report and/or register

Method of Calculation/ Assessment

Number of campaigns; added up to a total.

Means of verification

A simple count of attendance registers for campaigns featured on site / and system generated report

Assumptions

N/A

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable) N/A
Spatial Transformation (where applicable)

All regions of Gauteng Province

Calculation Type

Non Cumulative

Reporting Cycle

Quarterly

Desired Performance

Achieve 100% implementation

Indicator Responsibility

Heritage; Education and Public Programmes Manager

THE GLOBAL ELECTRONICS AND AUTOMOBILE
SECTORS, WHICH HAVE EXTENSIVE CROSS
COUNTRY PRODUCTION NETWORKS, HAVE BEEN
HIT PARTICULARLY HARD
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ANNEXURE A:
AMENDMENTS TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
PROGRAMME NAME: TIRE

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan
(SP)
OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified indicator, Removed
indicator, new outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes here.

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

Rand value of FDI
facilitated including
high growth sectors

R16 billion

R66bn rand value
foreign direct
investments

Rand value of DDI
facilitated including
infrastructure
projects

R10 billion

R26bn rand value
domestic direct
investments

GGDA will specifically target foreign direct investment in high growth
sectors identified by GGT2030;

R16 billion

Increased levels
of investments
facilitated into
Gauteng City
Region

-

-

R66bn rand value
foreign direct
investments

Rand value of
investments

-

-

R10 billion

R26bn rand value
domestic direct
investments

-

R7.5 billion Rand
value of BRIC
investment projects
facilitated

-

-

-

-

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Automotive
Capital equipment and rolling stock manufacturing
Agro-processing, food and beverages
Business Process Outsourcing/Services (BPO/BPS) and ICT
Finance and retail
Tourism and hospitality
Creative and cultural industries
Logistics and warehousing
The green economy

The outcome indicator is specific on the targeted infrastructure projects;
Water, energy, regional sanitation, freight and logistics associated with the
Aerotropolis, integrated public transport, e-government, modern social
infrastructure, education, health and ECD infrastructure, transformative
economic infrastructure within township areas.

Increased foreign
direct and domestic
investments

Outcome indicator removed. The BRIC investments will now be accounted at part of rand value foreign direct investments.

New Indicator

Number of jobs
created through
investments
facilitated

New Indicator

6 510

New Indicator

Number of jobs
retained through
investments
facilitated

New Indicator

2 790
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Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan
(SP)
OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

Number of trade
activities
Increased
domestic and
global trade
activities from
the Gauteng City
Region

Rand value of trade
activities

Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified indicator, Removed
indicator, new outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes here.

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

1 277

2500 Gauteng firms
trained on export
readiness

-

R20 bn of
infrastructure
opportunities

Clearly defined KPI

R6.1 billion

R15 bn of trade deals
facilitated

No change

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

OUTCOMES

Clearly defined KPI

Increased global trade
activities from Gauteng

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

Number of Gauteng
firms assisted with
high growth sectorspecific training on
export readiness.

1 277

2 500

Number of
companies
expanding operations New Indicator
in the rest of the
world

TBD

Rand value of trade
deals facilitated

R15 Billion

R6,1 Billion

THE PANDEMIC HAS SPREAD, STRINGENT BORDER CONTROLS AND PRODUCTION
DELAYS HAVE WEIGHED ON TRADE. MEASURES TO SLOW THE OUTBREAK HAVE LIMITED
OR DELAYED THE SUPPLY OF CRITICAL INPUTS, PARTICULARLY IN THE AUTOMOTIVE AND
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES.
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PROGRAMME NAME: EPMO

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOMES

Increased levels
of economic
activity through
strategic economic
infrastructure

-

-

-

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

Number of
strategic economic
infrastructure projects

-

-

-

Detailed Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified
indicator, Removed indicator, new outcomes, etcv). Please
explain the changes here.

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

-

Operationalization
The indicator has been moved to a new programmed called SEZ
of the Vaal SEZ

-

-

-

-

-

TIH EB3
construction
completed

No change

-

TIH EB3
construction
completed

-

TIH BioPark
Phase 3
construction
completed

Increased levels of economic
activity through strategic
economic infrastructure

% of TIH Enterprise
Building 3 (EB3)
construction
Completed

No change

Jobs Creation

% of the TIH BioScience Park Phase 3 Project completed

TIH BioPark Phase
3 construction
completed

Business Case
Developed

High-Tech SEZ
business case
developed

The indicator has been moved to a new programmed called SEZ

-

-

-

-

Procurement
of construction
service provider
initiated

ConHill
Visitor Centre
construction
completed

No change

Increased levels of economic
activity through strategic
economic infrastructure
Jobs Creation

% of the Constitution
Hill Visitors Centre
Project completed.

Procurement
of construction
service provider
initiated

ConHill
Visitor Centre
construction
completed

-

JMP superblock
construction
completed

No change, as project completed

-

-

-

-

New Indicator

Expand economic infrastructure
development in support of the
Number of Industrial
Gateway to Africa as a critical
Hubs rehabilitated
enabler of jobs.

-

24

New Indicator

Adopt measures to improve
youth employment levels, incl.
National
Youth Employment Accord
Allocate 80% of EPWP
participants to unemployed
youth

Number of jobs
created

-

2 300

New Indicator

Target and enforce favourable
procurement from businesses
in townships

Number of Local
Contractors
benefiting from Subcontracting

-

420

-

-

-

-

-

-
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PROGRAMME NAME: MBI

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOMES

New Indicator

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

New Indicator

BASELINE

New
Indicator

Detailed Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified
indicator, Removed indicator, new outcomes, etc). Please
explain the changes here.

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

New Indicator

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

OUTCOMES

New Indicator

Increased collaboration and
alignment between public
and private sector.
Create a market place for
investment pipeline.

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

Number of Action
Labs hosted focused
on high growth
sectors

New Indicator

30

20 quarterly reports
Number of economic
intelligence activities
Enhanced market and
economic intelligence
in the Gauteng City
Region

Outcome indicator removed from Strategic Plan, and it has been added to the Operational Plan.
10 colloquia held on
key themes in the
GGT2030

Outcome indicator removed from Strategic Plan, and it has been added to the Operational Plan.

250 investment leads
facilitated for TIRE

Outcome indicator removed from Strategic Plan, and it has been added to the Operational Plan.

200 investment signals
Number of identified
investment
opportunities

-

Outcome indicator removed from Strategic Plan, and it has been added to the Operational Plan.

-

300 infrastructure
projects

Outcome indicator removed from Strategic Plan, and it has been added to the Operational Plan.

-

300 suppliers matched

Outcome indicator removed from Strategic Plan, and it has been added to the Operational Plan.

BILATERAL TRADE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CHINA HAS
PLUMMETED, WITH SIGNIFICANT DISRUPTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CHAINS.
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PROGRAMME NAME: SEZ

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

Detailed Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/
modified indicator, Removed indicator, new
outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes here.

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

New Indicator

New Indicator

New Indicator

New Indicator

New Indicator

New Indicator

New Indicator

-

Operationalization
of the Vaal SEZ

No change

-

-

-

-

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

OUTCOMES

New Indicator

-

-

-

-

New Indicator

-

-

-

-

New Indicator

Increased levels of
economic activity
through strategic
economic infrastructure
Increased levels of
economic activity
through strategic
economic infrastructure

OUTCOME INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

Number of multitier SEZ Framework
developed

New Indicator

1 multi-tier SEZ
Framework developed

Vaal SEZ operationalised

New Indicator

Vaal SEZ operationalised

New Indicator

Completion of the Design
Works for Bulk and Top
Structures Infrastructure

West Rand SEZ investor
attraction strategy
implemented

New Indicator

Investor attraction
strategy implemented

Tshwane Automotive
SEZ investor attraction
strategy implemented

New Indicator

Investor attraction
strategy implemented

Stakeholder
Management Plan for
the High-Tech SEZ
approved

TO EXPLORE THESE OPPORTUNITIES, WE LOOK AT THE GOODS AND PRODUCTS IN WHICH
GAUTENG AND SOUTH AFRICA HAVE COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES BEFORE REVERTING TO
REGIONS AND COUNTRIES WITH HIGH GROWTH PROSPECTS AND POTENTIAL MARKET
DESTINATIONS OF OUR GOODS.
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PROGRAMME NAME: AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (AIDC)

Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified indicator,
Removed indicator, new outcomes, etc). Please explain
Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.
the changes here.

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOMES
Increased financial
sustainability
Enhanced
transformation in the
economy

OUTCOME INDICATORS

Improved production

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

60%

65%

Removed

-

-

-

-

Automotive Supplier Park
(ASP) Occupation Rate

85%

90%

Removed

-

-

-

-

Number of incubates
recruited and graduated
from the incubation
programmes

13

20

No changes

2

3

Amended the five-years target

6

14

Number of individuals
reskilled and upskilled

3100

15 000

No changes

Trade Test Centre (TTC)
assessment conducted

120

520

No changes

Number of companies in
the automotive value chain
supported to achieve
world class manufacturing
standards
New Electric Vehicle
charging infrastructure
established

Improved levels of
ASP’s Phase 3 and 5
economic activity
developed for occupation
through strategic
economic infrastructure
Development of Rosslyn
into the Automotive City

-

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

AIDC Independence Ratio

Additional hubs in
townships
To develop the Township
Number of SMMEs
Economy
supported at township
hubs
Enhanced skills
development and
training

BASELINE

-

30

Amended the five-years target

150

No changes

30

Removed

Number of incubates
Enhanced transformation in recruited and graduated
the economy
from the incubation
programmes

To develop the Township
Economy

Enhanced skills
development and training

Improved production

13

20

Additional hubs in
townships

2

10

Number of SMMEs
supported at township
hubs

6

40

Number of individuals
reskilled and upskilled

3100

15 000

Trade Test Centre (TTC)
assessment conducted

120

520

Number of companies in
the automotive value
chain supported to
achieve world class
manufacturing standards

30

150

10

Phases 3 and
5 currently
undeveloped

Development of
phase 3 and 5

R12 bill
investment
leveraged into
the designated
region

R30 bill
investment
leveraged into
the designated
region

-

-

-

No changes

No changes

New Indicator
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Improved levels of
economic activity through
strategic economic
infrastructure

-

-

-

ASP’s Phase 3 and 5
developed for occupation

Phases 3 and
5 currently
undeveloped

Development of
phase 3 and 5

Development of Rosslyn
into the Automotive City

R12 bill
investment
leveraged into
the designated
region

R30 bill
investment
leveraged into the
designated region

Assembly plant (DKD)
to support regional
market optimization for
N/A
African vehicle production
completed in partnership
GIFA

2,500 DKD kits
delivered to OEMs
through export
and assembly into
African countries.
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Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME INDICATORS

BASELINE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified indicator,
Removed indicator, new outcomes, etc). Please explain
Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.
the changes here.

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

-

OUTCOMES

New Indicator

New Indicator

-

Accelerated job creation,
upskilling for employability
and skills development
within the automotive
industry

New Indicator
BBBEE businesses
participation in the value
chain

-

-

-

-

New Indicator

OUTCOME INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR
TARGETS

Unemployed
individuals placed in
employment based on
pre- agreements with
employers

200

1300

Number of jobs created

3 000

14 000

Fleet management on
City of Tshwane (CoT)
contract set aside for
8 million
Historically disadvantaged
SME’s

40 million

Historically disadvantaged
SME’s within the
automotive sector
10
through City of Tshwane
contract.

40

WE WILL INSPIRE CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION IN BOTH ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL
PRODUCTION BY FACILITATING THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS/CRAFTS FOR
THE MARKET; AND FACILITATE ACCESS TO MARKETS
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PROGRAMME NAME: THE INNOVATION HUB

Changes (e.g. New indicator,
Amended/modified indicator, Removed indicator,
new outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes
here.

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020 2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOME S

Increased levels
of economic
activity through
strategic economic
infrastructure

Enhanced
collaboration to
foster innovation and
leverage resources

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

Percentage of TIH site
developed

BASELINE

FIVEYEAR
TARGETS

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELI NE

TIH Land Development Master
Plan revised

The indicators will be tracked and monitored in the Operational Plan.

Bulk uptake conversion rate to
completed functional buildings

The indicators will be tracked and monitored in the Operational Plan.

1 sub-division application for EB3
from the City of Tshwane

The indicators will be tracked and monitored in the Operational Plan.

Implementation of alternative
measures to fast track land
development

The indicators will be tracked and monitored in the Operational Plan.

Business Case completed for the
Smart Industries Centre

The indicators will be tracked and monitored in the Operational Plan.

-

1 Partnership Strategy approved

The achievement will be realised in 2020/21 FY and the indicator will be removed.

-

Partnership Strategy implemented

The achievement will be realised in 2020/21 FY and the indicator will be tracked and monitored in the Operational Plan

27%

Number of collaborations
fostered through
innovative platforms
35

-

FIVEYEAR
TARGETS

59 Open innovation projects
contracted to government and
industry

2 joint projects conceptualised
with anchor tenants

The achievement will be realised in 2020/21 FY and the indicator will be removed.
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Changes (e.g. New indicator,
Amended/modified indicator, Removed indicator,
new outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes
here.

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020 2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOME S

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

Number of innovative
companies assisted
through enterprise
developme

BASELINE

FIVEYEAR
TARGETS

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELI NE

FIVEYEAR
TARGETS

-

276 innovations commercialised by
The indicator has been rephrased.
incubated start-ups

-

Number of product
ready Innovations
taken to market

-

276

38 technologies exported by
incubated companies

The indicator has been rephrased

Number of product
ready Innovations
exported by
incubated
companies

-

-

Enhanced
transformation in the
economy

-

86 companies with sustainable
business graduating from
incubation

-

Enhanced
transformation in the
economy

-

-

-

-

410 new companies recruited at
eKasiLabs

-

Enhanced
transformation in the
economy

-

-

-

-

5 new eKasiLabs sites developed

The target is unlikely to be met due to unavailability of funds. Therefore, the target for establishment of eKasiLabs sites has been removed

1

The achievement will be realised in 2020/21 FY and the indicator will be removed.

1

The achievement will be realised in 2020/21 FY and the indicator will be removed.

TIH Alumni programme
developed
TIH Alumni programme
implemented

-

Enhanced
transformation in the
economy

-

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

-

-

-

-

-

New indicator

New Indicator

Enhanced
Transformation in the
Economy

38

Number of
manufacturing
facilities
established for low
– medium volumes

-

1

Number of
previously
disadvantages
companies
recruited into
TIH’s incubation
programme

-

259

Number of
previously
disadvantaged
companies
exporting
innovations

-

9

New Indicator

-

-

-
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-

-

-

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020 2025 Strategic Plan (SP)
Enhanced
transformation in the
economy

-

facilities
established for low
– medium volumes

New indicator

Changes (e.g. New indicator,
New
Indicator
Amended/modified
indicator, Removed indicator,
new outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes
here.

-

Number of
previously
disadvantages
companies
Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.
recruited into
TIH’s incubation
programme

1

259

New Indicator

-

-

Number of
previously
disadvantaged
companies
exporting
innovations

-

New Indicator

Enhanced Skills
Development and
Training

Number of youth trained
in ICT skills

856

895 youth trained

Enhanced
Transformation in the
Economy

-

Number of
previously
disadvantages
companies
benefitting from the
TIH Startup Support
Programme

9

24

885

New Indicator

Number of jobs
created

-

New Indicator

Number of youths
owned companies
recruited

-

194

New Indicator

Number of womenowned companies
recruited

-

162

The indicator has been rephrased, and youth will
be recruited from Tshepo 1 Million platform. The
five-year target has increased from 895 to 1200. The
reason for the increase is due to a partnership that
has been formed with SAMDDRA (South African
Mobile Developers and Distributors Association). The
partnership entails training of youth to repair mobile
phones and laptops.

Number of Youth
trained in ICT skills
in collaboration
with Tshepo 1
Million

-

1200
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PROGRAMME NAME: GIDZ

Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/
modified indicator, Removed indicator, new
outcomes, etc). Please explain the changes
here.

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOMES

Increased levels of
economic activity through
strategic economic
infrastructure.

Increased levels of
economic activity through
strategic economic
infrastructure.

OUTCOME INDICATORS

ORTIA SEZ Northern
Precinct constructed
and operational.
ORTIA SEZ Precincts
developed and operational

ORTIA SEZ Precincts
developed and operational

Job opportunities created
through Infrastructure
related projects

Enhanced Transformation
in the economy

Enhanced Skills
Development and Training

-

BASELINE

Number of SMME
opportunities linked to the
investment opportunities

Number of skilled
workforce in the economy

-

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

Completion of the
Southern Precinct
(ORTIA Precinct 1).

OUTCOMES

The indicator remains the same - GIDZ
measures infrastructure development toward
inclusive growth

Commercial Case for Development of the
Precinct 2
ORTIA SEZ Precinct 2

The indicator changes to infrastructure
development for 2021/22 – starts with Bulk
designs and installation and proceeds to
construction.

Commercial Case for Development of the
Springs Precinct
Springs Precinct

The indicator changes to infrastructure
development for 2021/22 - starts with Bulk
designs and installation and proceeds to
construction.

New Indicator

New Indicator

The indicator is new – No. of direct jobs
created through infrastructure related
projects

SMME opportunities

0,15% of Investment
value linked to
SMME supplier
development.

New Indicator
100

-

-

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

ORTIA SEZ Precincts
developed and
operational

Increased levels
of economic
activity through
strategic economic
infrastructure.

The indicator is new – Number of students
trained and mentored in Construction Skills.
Economy
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Domestic or foreign
direct investments that
lead to an increase in
exports, SMME and job
opportunities

BASELINE

ORTIA SEZ Northern
Precinct constructed
and operational.

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

Completion of the
Southern Precinct
(ORTIA Precinct 1).

ORTIA SEZ Precincts
developed and
operational

EIA and Township
Establishment for
Precinct 2

Infrastructure
Development of the
ORTIA SEZ Precinct 2.

ORTIA SEZ Precincts
developed and
operational

EIA and Township
Establishment for
Springs Precinct

Infrastructure
Development of the
Springs Precinct.

New Indicator

900 Direct Jobs
created through
infrastructure related
projects.

Number of SMMEs
who benefit from the
ORTIA SEZ.

New Indicator

155 SMMEs who
benefit from the
SEZ Operations
and Infrastructure
Development.

Number of students
participating in
the construction
mentorship
programme

New Indicator

100 Students trained
and mentored in
Construction Skills.

Rand Value of
domestic and foreign
Investment secured
for SEZ

R140 million

R350 million

Number of direct
jobs created through
infrastructure related
projects

The indicator is new - 50 SMMEs who benefit
from the SEZ Operations and Infrastructure
Development
Enhanced
Transformation in the
economy.

New Indicator

OUTCOME
INDICATORS
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PROGRAMME NAME: CONHILL
Changes (e.g. New indicator, Amended/modified
indicator, Removed indicator, new outcomes,
etc). Please explain the changes here.

Output indicators and targets, as they appear in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan (SP)

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

Revised changes as it should appear on the “revised” SP.

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME
INDICATORS

BASELINE

FIVE-YEAR TARGETS

Improved Social
Cohesion through
Constitutionalism

Programmes
and Campaigns
that stimulate
transformation
and result in social
cohesion

150

269 (5 years – MTEF incl.
HR Awareness)

Number of
5
programmes hosted

16 Public
programmes hosted

Indicator added to position the site and province as
a venue of choice for film shoots; events

Number of archives
and artefacts

25 Exhibition
Acquisitions

Moved to operational plan – it is an activity / process Indicator

Improved Social Cohesion through
Constitutionalism

5

253 385

300 790 visitors to
the museum

Number of people
engaging with
ConHill experiences

Enhanced transformation in the
economy

19

10 signature events

209

610 market access
opportunities
created

50

marketing
opportunities
provided

Number of creatives
and tourism SMMEs
access markets

Target was revised as per current visitor trends;
and the impact of COVID on the reduced number of
visitors on site

Encouraging
domestic tourism
and investment
through engaging
with ConHill
experiences

Number of public programmes have been
increased to 70 – a consolidation of all educational
programmes; dialogues was concluded.
Tourism and
creative sectors
Outcome indicator clearly defined and increased the transformed to
5-Year target
expand participation,
improve ownership
Moved to operational plan – it is an activity / process
patterns
Indicator

New Indicator

-

Developed to respond to the recovery of SMEs in the
Creative sector working closely with ConHill and
other sites

19

Tourism and
209
Creative SMEs
upskilled to
contribute to
economic growth
and transformation

699 040

10

1098

Number of creative
SMEs capacitated
with skills

Increased levels of economic
activity through strategic economic
infrastructure

% of ConHill Site
Developed

TA1 PPP feasibility
study

100% Development
of the site

Removed from Conhill APP, into EPMO APP

Increased financial sustainability

Funds Raised

R36 470 000

R18 000 000

Moved to operational plan – it is an activity / process Indicator
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771 357

-

-

-

7500

-

-
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Email address
info@ggda.co.za
Call
010 001 8650
Visit
124 Main Street, Marshalltown
Johannesburg
The Place, 1 Sandton Dr,
Sandton
Johannesburg

